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'1VJonologues' divides campus 
BY COLIN MCDERMOTT you of a decision that I want you'. ThefirstXavierproduction was "We've gotten calls from has the ability to construct 'cre-
G_ontributing Writer first to hear from me. The executive scheduled for this Friday, and the alumni, the Board. ·_of ative and intelligent engagement 
On Monday, March 10, two de- committee felt that it was inappro- -- student actors had been rehearsing Tnistees .. .-concerned citizens. with_ questions of peace and jus-
cisions were made concerning the priate for 'The Vagina Monologues' for the past few weeks in anticipa- They sa.~.!~~,-_production of this tice' ," which they quote from 
impending student production of to be performed," said Slepitza. tion of the premiere. Iv.londay was .plara8'Xa~i~_r ~abandp~ing its Je- Xavier's mission statement. Last, 
"The Vagina Monologues:• The first The committee decided that-it the first they heard of their shmy;-: ··suit}.dea:li,"'Sleptifa sa,i~~- they ask Xavier to "develop a 
was a decision· by Xavier was inappropriate for Xavier Uni- being cancelled or even tha(tlie ,_./" "You'r~ saying you're"tfy~~g to policy and procedure for studei:it 
University's executive committee versity to put.on a play like "The executive committee had been/ feel both perspectives, but we're programming initiative; this pro-
. to cancel the show, and the second Vagina Monologues" because of considering canceling' it .. // - the students; and at liO tinie ai_d 'cess must include student input." 
decision was. made by tlie student the pl_ay's sexually descriptive con~ Slepit:Za emphasized th#t, w~ile any?ne pick up a phone 'and call. ·< The debate over "The Vagina 
actors to redirect their energy into tent. Some of the experiences de- there are obviously two si?es tg' the _ - us,'' s~id junior studentactor Greg ~onologues" is rife with contro-
a rally against· ------------ scribed in the issue, both sides have valid reasons Le Samt. ~~rsy. For instance, freshman stu-
Xavier censor- "'Ult' · ll play violate Je- for- their views and actio:ris. There VVhiie the executiv~ co~ittee d~nt actor Crystal Johnson won-
ing its students. eve gotten. ca S suit ideals that . were no checks and bal~nce~'be- looked .oi.Jt for the interest of )~bred.why"Drag Queens on Trial" 
-On Friday, from alumni,_ the Xavier should- tween departments, so th~ ex~u-, Xavier's Jesuitideals, they may y'{pµldbeperformed while Ensler's _ 
March 14,. the stand for, accord- tive committee was, unaware of have met the concerns of certain' ./pfay could not Junior student ac-
student actors Board of ing to the execu- "TheVaginaMonologues" p~oduc~ < citizens, but the_ st~dent ~~Jars./ forLatirenGr~yasked why the play 
will hold a rally tive committee. tion until the pastfew weeks.··" ''we,_~e _very hurt by theirg,e,cisiop/ _can be taughtin classrooms but not 
'titled"OurLips Trustees ... Concerned "One of the Although members of the _~x.,,; _ "Ifthe;~CQY!S~J.'lledcitize~~~_,wfio perfonne<:t -
are Sealed: Stu- citizens. 'The11 saw the traitS ofauniver- ecutive committee may riot havt(·,,f,~Jt performing this pJ,~y;'iS aban- - : Slepitza explained university 
dents Against 'J _ sity is to be faith- known about production of "The_ doning'-its J~s_uitideals, then this policy is t? stand' behind academic 
Xavier Censor-- production of this ful .to its· values. Vagina Monologues," the admin- - university,' ,~isJ ·abandoning. its freedom, in whiCh classes can teach 
ship." The rally What· does it istrationhad to be informed of the . women," said junior Jen Such .. _. ariy'material thatisin accord with 
will be held on Play as Xavier mean to be faith- play. for it to get this far along in 7.;·,·yil_~'resp·ofise':to~such~~_gIJ9erns, : theirsubject Itis a different matter 
the residential - ful to our Jesuit production. Springfield ne_eded to _ ;S,~~pi,~~~ass;!lr,eq·the'sttiClerit actors for the uriiversity to sponsor an,, 
mall near the ab~ndoning its Jesuit and Catb,olic reserve the theater for the specified _ that.he wo~ld C:oiltact the Execu~ event and put on a play. 
Gallagher Cen- 'd L -" character? 'The weekend and informed ~utper _ tive Comm}ttee piembers in regard -- Sophomore student actor Katie 
ter at 3 p.m. t ea s; . Vagina· Mono- Smith, director of Student Life, to the stu~ent ~ctors' sentiments. Leslie _believes· that "The Vagina 
In response - Dr. Ron Slepitza logues' deals thn~e months ago. · - Slepitza· ~~~,!! on their request, Mono~ogues" is not performed for 
to the s_udden · Vice President, Student with some very "I was given apprm'.al back in and the March 11 emergency shock value, but for education. For 
development, Developm_ent_ important issues January by Luther,'' said Spring~ meeting allowed more students an instance, the student actors 
an emergency - we should_ be field. - - open exchange with the rest of the planned to hand oat rape brochures 
meeting was __ discussing here Slepitza said that the issues executive committee. to the audience before the show. 
heldat4:30p.m.onTuesday,M~ch on campus. Some issues go against raised in "The Vagina Mono- ·At the meeting, Graham ex- Slepitza said that the executive 
11, in which the student actors met what we value, like premarital sex .Jogues" should be -discussed at plained that there are many groups committee was in a very tough po-
with Xavier's president, Rev: and rape, so we chose_ to cancel," Xavier, but.the committee did not and views that must be considered sition. They learned of the issue 
Michael Graham, S.J., to voice their said Slepitza. feel that this particular show was _ in this issue, an_d that it is not clear very late before the first show and 
respective opinions and concerns. Cathy Springfield, director of the best vessel for such discussion cut. they knew that some people would 
Roughly 100 members of the performing arts, agrees that these because of its sexual content. The "In the public eye, the issue of be hurt by any decision they made. 
Xavier comniunit)' showed, as well issues should be discussed at committee was concerned the con- the play itself swamped the issue "Do we defend something we 
as .all members of the executive Xavier, but that the decision was tent would be offensive to certain of violence against women," Gra- didn't have the opportunity to ex-
coinmittee, except for Dr. Carol H. · misguided. - - ' groups or. tar- ham said. _ amine in the first place?" Slepitza 
Rankin. The committee includes "I really do think the theater. is nish Xavier's All oftheral- asked. 
Graham, Dr. Roger Fortin, Dr~ J.R. the place for it,'' Springfield said. Jesuit identity. '1ts about women lying: student Senior Puja Srivastava believes 
Hirte, John Kucia; alumni Gary "The Vagina Monologues" is a . "Is this ve- actors were in that the university's first duty is to 
Massa, Dr. Ron Slepitza, and Rev. play constructed out of a series of hicle the only having the right to attendance; but respect and educate its students, 
J.Leo.Klein, S.J. monologues about the actual, vehicle for that they also plan to and that message ofunderstanding 
For the first 40 minutes of the sexualexperiencesofwomen.Itwas conversation speak about OUr spread aware- is ultimately what "The Vagina 
meeting,- students and faculty written by Eve Ensler, who inter- and should we b d: d · h ness to the Monologues" preaches. -
spoke, describing strong views viewed -a- variety of women, and ig11pre these _ 0 teS an OUr rtg, t Xavier commu- "It's about women having the 
about the executive committee's those interviews became the basis other folks . to be, and it's1'ust nity through us~ right to speak about our bodies and 
decision. After that, Graham ex- of the play. The play is promoted to who feel of campus our right to be, and it's just wrong 
pressed his stand"on the decision. raise awareness of, and_ put a stop they're a part of wrong being email. Further- being canceled," she said. 
"I'm not afraid of picking issues to, violence against women. Xavier, another more, they have Emotions about the decision 
and falling on a spear for them, but "The Vagina Monologues" has voice - that canceled " been circulating aside, the committee is concerned 
this is not one I will do ... I need to become a perennially - performed should be cen- _-_ Puja Srivastava p e t i t i o n s . with this issue. In a formal state- · 
say up front _the decision will not staple at many _Ame_rican colleges s o r e d 'l " . around Xavier's ment from Graham's desk, he stated: 
Senior 
be reversed," Graham said. and universities. There are 656 col-. . Slepitza asked. campus about "In choosing to cancel this pro-
The student actors were for- leges worldwide that planned to According free speech and duction, we believe the sensation-
mally infm:med of the decision to perform the play during February to Slepitza, once certain groups of expression of ideas 011 Xavier's alism surrounding the play stood 
cancel their show this past Mon- - and March~ Of them, 43 were Catha~ people learned of the impending campus. in the way of our coming together 
day. Slepitza, Vice President of Stu- lie colleges. Ohio's other Jesuit uni- "Vagina Monologues'"jlroduction, The petition asks its signers "to to dialogue around the issue of vio- -
dent Development at 7 p.m. in the · versity, John Carroll, performed _the his office became flooded with con- support us in presenting 'The Va- Jenee ag~inst women." 
Ga.llagher Center Theater. · play last year arid is doing so again cerned phone calls over the past gina Monologues' at Xavier Uni-
"I gathered you here to inform this year. two weeks. versity, ensuring the student body 
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The Romero International Cen-
ter will be sponsoring a Cross 
Cultural Retreat from 4 p.m. on 
March 28 to 8 p.m. on March 29 . 
at the Wildwood Camp Grounds. 
The retreat. focuses on brin'ging 
different cultures together in or-
der to understand and accept dif-
ferences. The cost of the retreat is 
$20 per person, due by March 21 
at the Romero International Cen-




vices (ITS) training services is 
conducting its s~mi-monthly 
"Open Fridays" support session, 
Wednesday, March 20, from 2 to 
4 p;m. ITS training staff will be · 
present to offer assistence and in-
formation on software and/or 
project questions. The session is 
open to faculty, staff and students. 
For more information, contact 
Rich Beres at beres@xavier.edu. 
Vigil for Peace 
Daily sHent vigils are. being. 
held on Mondays, Wednesdays, 
and Fridays from 12:20 to 12:30 
p.m. and Tuesdays and Thursdays 
12:45.to 1 p.m. for peaceful solu-. 
tions toward the conflict with Iraq. 
Due to the continuing nature of 
thi.s event, an· updated schedule 
will be published weekly. For 
more information, cont.act the 
Peace and Justice programs at 
745-3046. ' ' 
Stµdents against 
_censorship 
Students are meeting on Friday 
March 14 at 3 p.m. on the green 
space in front of Husman and· 
Kuhlman Halls to protest the can-
celation of "The Vagina Mono-
logues." On Monday March 10, 
four days before the production 
was supposed to open, the admin-
istration chose to cancel the play. 
. This meeting is part of the efforts 
to reverse the decision. · 
CAMPUS NEWS THE XAVIER NEWSWIRE 
Housing shortage leaves 
some students out in.the cOld 
BY JACLYN SWIFT 
Campus News Editor 
It was something unexpected. 
Many who left Kelley Auditorium 
last Wednesday from the upperclass 
housing selection were shocked: 
They ran out of room.s: 
Fifty-three students are on a wait-
ing list and left wondering what to 
do after the demand exceeded the 
supply of on~campus ho~~ing ac~ 
commodations. 
There are some groups, of students 
who are given priority housing by 
the university. 
Some athletic teams are required 
by NCAA regulations to live to-
gether: Women's basketball, men's 
basketball and women's volleyball 
were all given certain rooms in the 
Commons Apartments. Men's bas-
ketball was also given rooms in the 
Manor House apartments; and the 
baseball team was given rooms in 
the Village Apartments. 
Other stu-
And if that means taking rooms the university is notgrowing in the . · panded to meet that demand." 
that used to be upperclass housing, ' number of students accepted every The difficulty is how to antici-
that is what will happen. year; that is ' pate the' growth and 
No rooms in the Commons not the cause demand foroncampus 
Apartments were saved for under- for the· hous- services. 
classmen, but since there was no ing shortage. As for. the future, 
way to measure the demand for "It is a matter there are no new resi-
upperclass housing, some students of percent- dence halls in the 
were thoroughly surprised two age," Slepitza . · building plans. "We 
weeks ago·. said. "Meire.of do ·not have the . de-
"I really wish we could house the. class is marid for a whole new 
everyone. We are working on the opting to live building" Slepitza 
problem trying to accommodate all on campus said. Graham agrees. 
student~ the best we can,'; Lambert than before." "It .obviously is not 
assures. "However, we have to an- . Graham feasible to build a 
ticipate the incoming freshmen put things in perspective by point- dorm that will not befull." 
class' demand, and until the comple- . · ing out that if out ofthe number of The university plans for the fu-
tion of the underclass lottery, we do students we have on campus, which ttire 'to buy real estate property as 
not know exactly h.ow many beds is about 3,500 undergraduates, only it becomes available around cam- · 
we have available." 53 were left without housing. The pus borders. This would include 
Residence Life assures con- university is satisfying the major- the houses along Ledgewood 
cerned students and parents thatev- ity of the demand. . south ofBellarmine circle, as well 
erything will be done that is pos- "What is· happening here," he as the houses outside the Village 
· sible to c.ompensate those without said, "is part of a cycle that we have Apartments on Dana Avenue. With 
housing. seen on· campus before. The .under- this new land, streets .could· be 
"We have also contacted local classmen are creeping out into more closed and more land would· be 
1 a n d 1 o rd s housing." · centrally located to the main cam-
that we trust .Both Kuhlman and Husman· pus. But none 'of this. is immedi-dents are guar- . 
anteed on-cam-






cluded, as well. 
'Xavier University 
'markets itself as .a' 
and have' Halls ·were upperclass housing 10 · ate, and it still does not make the -
worked with years ago. Brockman Hall was the . neighborhoods surrounding the 
as a university · only freshmari housing. When campus any safer. 
to help those Buenger Hall was built in the. early . Residence Life, Slepitza and. 
left without 1990s, itbecame the desired upper- · Graham appreciate students' con-: 
on-campus class housing, along with the Vil- · cerns.for their safety in living in 
housing." lage and Manor House~ Freshmen the neighbor_ho.ods around, cam-
caring community 





tipri · of many 
units in the Vil- . 
lage Apartments 
for sophomores. 
students' needs. We 
will never lose sight of 
that~ ·students are our ' 
Dr. Ron and sopho~ores filled the other 
Slepitza, vice halls. 
president of . With· the addition of the Com-
Student ·Life mons, all the dorms lining the Resi~ 
firs.~: concern. They .. 
a g_r e es . 
"Xavier Uni-
versity mar-
kets itself as a 
caring com-
munity that is 
here to meet . 
. " matter most. 
· These rooms 
were set aside as 
a reward pro-
. - Dr. Ron Slepitza 
Vke President for Student Life 
gram for stu- · 
dents who will be sophomores in the 
fall of 2003 and have a 3.0 GPA or 
higher, with zero incident reports in 
the dorms. They can apply through 
a separate process to have apart-
ments, so many of the double bed-
room units were set aside for them .. 
Lori Lambert; director of Residence 
Life, explained university policy 
guarantees housing for these stu-
dents on campus. "All freshmen and 
sopho,rnore students are guaranteed 
housing on campus. Juniors and se-
niors technically are not. We have 
to house them first." 
all students' 
needs. We will never lose sight of 
that. Students are our first concern. 
They matter most." 
Slepitza backed Residence Life· 
and stood by the programs they 
were offering, reaffirming there was 
no way to measure the demand for 
upperclass housing. "There is sim-
ply no way to know how many stu-
. dents exactly from year to year will 
. want to live on campus. It cycles up 
and down."· 
There are shifts in the demand 
from year to year and class to class. 
President'Rev. Michael Graham, 
S.J., and Slepitza both stated that 
dential Mall were filled with under~ 
classmen. 
Now the demand continues to in-
crease and sophomores have moved . 
toward the Village Apartments, at the 
loss of the upperclassmen. . 
Graham also assured that the uni-
versity was not outgrowing ''its ca-
pacify by accepting more students 
than it could handle. "For the next 
five to eight years at least, the size 
of the undergraduate program will 
remain steady." 
. There are very good reasons for 
this decision. "We need to make sure 
that we do not make·promises we· 
cannot keep,'' he said. "This cam-
pus has a personal culture that we 
· need to keep. It is what makes Xavier 
University unique. ·Each student's 
. personal needs should .be able to be . · 
met.We cannot grow u'ntil we have 
strengthened the programs that guar-
antee those personal services are ex-
Police Notes · 
. Feb. 271:00 p.m. - Campus 
Police received an auto accident 
report from an employee who in-
advertently struck a campus police 
vehicle driving through the 
.' Brockman lot. · 
Feb. 28 12:50 p.in. -- Campus 
·Police received a report from em-
ployees at the Cintas Center who 
reported that several items . were 
taken overnight from the woinen's 
basketball team's locker room and 
the men's coach's locker room.' 
March 12:59 a.m. - Campus 
Police received a lotid noise com-
plairiffrom students in.the Village. 
The students involv¢ were.referred 
to Residence Life after being unco-
operative with officers. 
March 3 8:40 p.m. - Campus 
Police.observed a 15-year-ol~ ju-
venile driving through the Cohen 
lot at high rates of speed and knock-
ing over cones after the high school 
basketball tournament. He was cited 
for reckless driving and driving 
without a license. 
· March 4 2:36 a.m • ...,- Campus 
Police investigated a loud noise 
complaint in the Commons'. The . 
students agreed to keep the noise 
. down .. 
March 4 8:45 a.m. - Campus 
Police received a report from a 
Physical Plant employee who re-
ported that a window was broken in 
· the rear ofthe·Village. · 
pus .. 
Residence Life hopes to satisfy 
th~ majority of the waiting list with 
on-campus housing by the middle 
of this month. 
However, they might also have 
to wait_ until August, when c~ncel­
lations are settled before the stait 
of the fall semester. 
Realizing this is a stressful situ-
ation, Lambert asks students to. be 
patient. ''Although I cannot guar- · . 
antee on-campus housing for all 
wait-listed students, as soon as 
spaces become available, students 
will be notified. We are doing ev-. 
erything we can to satisfy as many 
people as possible." . 
If you .have any further ques-
tions, feel free to col)tact the Of-
fice of Residence Life. 
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Fall-Priority Registration 2003 
Tuesday, April 1 through Tuesday, April 8 
REGISTRATION 
The fall schedule of classes ·will be availab~e 'in the Office _of'the Registrar, 129 Alter, beginning Monday, March. 17 . 
. ·Priority registration will take place April 1 through April 8 from 11 :30 a.m. to 5: p.m. Students· should consult the 
Registrar's bulletin.board in Alter Hall or the web registration function of Student Online Services to find the tim~ and 
date of their registration appointments. Students may not register before their schec;luled registration ,time, but may do so 
after. However,_ every student should register befo~e the end ofpriority registration on Tuesday, April 8. Students have the 
option of registering in person in the Office of the Registrar or on the web. Registratio~ can be done on the web by ac-
cessing Student Online Services (SOS) via the Registrar home page. Students are strongly advised to famil~arize them-
. selves with the web registration system before trying it during, priority registration. Help. can be found on the Regis.trar's 
· home page. 
ACADEMIC ADVISING 
Undergraduate students must meet with their academic advisor prior to registering even if registering on the web. Stu-
dents can find the name of their advi.sor by. consulting the· Academic Advising Center bulletin board on the first floor of 
. Alter Hall opposite the Registrar's Office or through SOS. Students should call their advisor's office or use the sign-up . 
. . sheets on their advisor's door to schedule an appointment bet'Yeen March··11·and March 31 .. 
BILLING 
Billing statements will be mailed to registered students on July 3. The Bursar must receive the required payment along 
with the payment option form no later than Wednesday, .August 6. ·Registrations may be cancelled if payment is not made . 
by this date. -· 
MIDTERM GRADES 
Beginning Monday,_ March i7, undergraduate students may obtain a copy of their midterm grades in the Office of the 
Registrar using !heir All Cards or by accessing SOS. 
WITHDRAWAL FROM CLASSES 
The final date for unqergraduates to.withdl.:aw from Spring 2003 full-term classes is Monday, April 14. Class withckaw-
. als must be submitted in-person to the Office· of the Registrar.· 
Xavier's newest honors program 
BY' JACLYN SWIFT · and again broadened this classes, this program allows them could .be a common historical ex- .in the United States in the summer 
Campus News Editor university's idea of education. · to virtually create their own degree. perience, religion, or political idea. after the Junior year. 
The idea came to President "Because this program draws Their major requir~ments coine "Thepublicisofthemind,''said Extensiveworksenioryearwill 
Rev. Michael Graham, S .J ., over heavily on the core requirements, . from various· departments rather Colella; "This concept allows stu- be devoted to a unique senior thesis 
lunch in Rome. it is unique to Xavier and allows .than just one. · · ·dents to study with others who program· where students will have 
He mentioned to Dr. Paul us to focus on the things . · share their common inter~ . the opportunity t<? both write· and 
Colella at that time that it would that our university does est." defend their work.· 
be beneficial to add a third hon- well," Colella says. "It has . "This program is unique to Because students' majors During the first years at Xavier, 
ors program to Xavier's curricu- the potential to become a · . will be interd!sciplinary, the honors wings·in the donnitories 
Jum like some which are featured signature program." Xavier and allows us to focus they can gear all their stud- an4 the honors councu offer a unique 
-in British·universities. The Phi- The Philosophy, Poli-· h h . h ies in political science, phi- bonding experience with students. 
losophy, Politics, and :econom- tics and the Public honors on_ t e t tngs t at OUr losophy, and literature who share common goals. 
·. ics programs inplace at schools program will begin this . university .. does well It has the Classes toward a certain as- Graduates from this program will 
such as Oic:ford in Etirope were a . fall. Oj:feifonly to incom- pect, such as American poli- have many opportunities for gradu-
commodity,in the United States. ing freshmen; this pro~ .. poterttial to become asigrzqtu_re tics. ''Advising will be criti- ate study in any political, philo-
These rriajors '.wei:e for students gram requires a four-year . . ,, cal {11 this program," Colella sophical or. other public policy ar-
interested in. law or other public commitment from the start. - program. affirmed. "Many professors eas, such ~ intemaOonal business 
policy or public service profes- · The program was mod- . --Dr. E. Paul Colella are already integrating this or law. 
sions. ·• . , .• eled after the British uni- into their curricu!Ums and This program offers the student 
. Back in the States, ·Graham :versities·, ·but µniqµely . . are very excit~d and.willing creative control over their education,. 
again mentioned tlie'' idea of a ' adapted to better suit Xavier. stu- "The Public" aspect of the ·pro- to help put th.e program into the while still receiving the core Jesuit 
third honors p~ograni ,and, soon \)e,nti;. ·. gram is what makes it. unique. It classrooms." . liber~l arts basis. 
after, Colella was contacted· to . . .. _"It's a . very .opep concept,"- . should not be considered as a single The program which begins in a . Colella and others are very excited 
serve on a committee fox:. this new Colella said.: "It allows students . concept but rather an idea. The idea student's freshmen year also al- about.the new addition to the Xavier 
· idea. . plenty of elective space to focus of the publi~ goes back to Greek lows for all the "bells and whistles" Honors program and look forward 
Two weeks ago, the Board of .on the subjects that truly interest . and Roman qlassicaLstudies and is that Xavier University <?ffers in its to seeing it in action in the class-
Trustees ·voted to approve them.'' While students are still re- ·composed of people who share a other progranis. There are oppor- . rooms this coming fall. 
Xavier's version of this program quired to complete the Xavier core common herita~e of some sort. It tuniiies to study both abroad and 
4 week of MARCH 12, 2003 CAMPUS NEWS· THE XAVIER NEWSWIRE 
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Recycling. debate· rages· .onward 
BY STEVE WEISSENBURGER. 
Online Editor 
drop box from which CSI trans- 62 tons of.trash per mon~h. Four of (thanks to rebates), and recycling ing crews placing recycled materi~ · 
ports the material for processing. the 62 tons are recycled (6.4 per- is very much in the university's ti- als in the same bins as other trash 
January marked the start of CSI's cent). These numbers do not in~lude nancial interest. - each indistinguishable from the 
. Under criticism from members 
of th~ university for a lack of ef-
fort, Physical Plant defended the 
alr~ady existing recycling pro-
gram before leaving for spring · 
break. 
work with the university for trash the Cintas Center, whiCh is handled The only separation that needs other. · 
handling, whi.ch ·includes recy~ . separately. . . ·. to occur is keeping paper products "PhysiCal Plant is really· com- . 
cling services. ·separate from plastics, cans and mitted to the recycling program .. 
The 22 glas·s. It's the right thing to do,'' says Bob 
People in at~ ·· . · · · · · Panelists Sheeran, associate vice president ·Much confusion remains over what can and cannot be 
On Wednesday, Feb. 26, 
Earthcare held an open forum with 
panel members representing 
J>hys~cal Plant and two of the three 
contractors that handle· cleaning 
and trash removal on campus: Al-
tendance in- recycl~d.A representative of the university's contract say the key is. for facility management. . 
eluded repre- companies reports that despite ·past regulations; the fol- making sure Earthcare will be working with · 
sent at i v es · lowing items can be recycled: the material administrators on an education pro-
from math and gets in to. the gram. In the meantime, Sheeran says 
computer sci- -Office mix fiber: White and col- bins. . Recy~ "it's going.to take the. whole com-
ence, chemis- ored office paper, newspaper, cling bins munity." Information aboutPhysi-
. pha-Omega and CSI. 
. try, faculty ser- windowed envelopes, junk . should have cal Plant se_rvices can be found 
vices, HAB, mail, brochures, magazines, clear · bags, online at xavier.edu/ 
Anthony Jelks, assistant direc-. 
tor of campus services.for Physi- · 
cal Plant, indicated that a recy-
history, uni- and sticky notes . while waste physical_plant. 
versity schol- . -Plastics: #1 .and #2 . bins should University offices and buildings 
ars, theology, -Cans have black or that don't have recycling bins al-
. cling program has been in place 
and active on campus for a num-
ber of years. Fifteen locations ex-
ist outside buildings where waste 
and recyclables goes for pickup 
by Physical Plant. 
peace and jus- green trash ready or would like additional bins 
tice pi:ograms, bags. This pro- can contact Jelks. Individuals can 
student life, cedure allows also report problems with incorrect 
campus din- contracted and bag colors and bins not being emp- ' 
ing and Physical Plant, as well .as Given the increased ·limitations plant staff to decipher the rilateri- tied. 
Since January, recyclables 
have been transported to a 30-yard 
the student body. on dump space, the cost to dispose · aJ.s contained in the bags. 
Since CSI ,began work at ofwasteis$30perton.~omparethat Many people remain skeptical 
Xavier, they report an average of to the near $0 per ton for recyclables since they have witnessed dean-
Dan Flynn speaks out 
BY USA DEGENHART 
Campus News Assistant Editor 
Dan Flynn, the author of Why 
the Left Hates America, spoke on 
Thursday, Feb. 27. He made aver-
bal attack on the anti-American 
Left. 
Flynn, a former marine, was the 
executive director of a Washing-
ton-based group called Accuracy in 
Academia. 
He has encountered a great deal 
of opposition in his travels, which . 
i's one of tbe first things he shared 
with the crowd. · 
Many schools have tried to can-
cel his.lectures, the most recent be-
ing at Michigan State University. 
When confronted by the staff, he 
refused to leave and invoked his . 
more than 10 percent of the popu- American Left to be, he showed a 
lation, yet they have much more· clip from Monty Python's "Life of 
than 10 percent of the influence. Brian." · 
Flynn claims, "These radical . In this clip, the People's Front of 
people dominate academia and I · Judea is having a secret meeting in 
. want to challenge them." Accord- . which : they are conspiring against 
ing to · · Rome. "What 
Flynn, the have the Ro-
f ac u lti es 
are "en-
emies ofiil-













first amendment rights. Flynn says, fee house." 
"I want io confront the extreme,· Flynn's 
anti-American left on their home main goal 
court. I want controversy. After all, · is to bring 
PHOTO COURTESY 0,F USA DEGENHART 
Dan Flynn's controversial speech 





various inem- · 
hers of the 
group until fi-
nally the point . 
was mad~ that 
even though 
they didn't re-
alize it, Rome 
it is no fun talking to yourself." to view the other side of many is-
_The Left that Flynn talks about sues that, according to him, are not 
is not democrats or libe.rals. He found on college campuses. 
claims that the left referred to in his In order to demonstrate how 
book and speeches makes up no extreme Flynn believes this anti-
had done a lot for them. 
Flynn says that the Left he speaks 
of'is America's Peoples Front of 
Judea. "With this group, America can 
not get a break," says Flynn. 
The .main point of his presenta-
tion was that the Left hates America 
because America stands against a 
lot of the ideals that they hold. 
''They are against Capitalism and 
they verge on- communism in the 
· beliefs they hold,'' Flynn states in · 
describing this Left. 
"America disproves in practice 
everything the left holds in theory 
and this inakes them angry." He uses 
capitalism as the main example of 
this .. 
In the _question and answer pe-
riod, many people challenged 
Flynn's ideas. One question was, 
"Could America better itself 
through the Left's theory?" To this 
question Flynn bluntly responded, 
"No." 
He does not believe America can 
make any improvements through 
theses strong anti~American senti-
ments. The second question in-
volved the us maintaining dicta-
torships in·other countries thafop-
press people. Flynn wanted to ·. 
know what countries these were, he . 
says that _he does ncit know of any 
countries that the US maintains. 
Flynn says th.at "the American 
Government is not responsible for 
everything that goes on in the 
world." He quoted Jean Kirkpatrick 
saying, ·~ericans need to face the 
truth about themselves, no matter 
how pleasant it is." 
Flynn does not have much ad-
vice for those looking to speak up 
· in classes. "I know the conse-
quences of speaking out. Students 
have their grades to worry about 
and I respect that." 
Flynn goes on to say, "I use th~ 
opportunities I have to speak out 
against these radical b'eliefs, but I 
know not everyo~e has this liberty." 
Miss Black and Gold 
BY CHUCK SAMBUCHINO 
Senior News Editor 
women and their 'contributions to trict competition. If she finishes first, 
society," said senior Eric Rhodes, . she will advance to regionals. . 
president of Alpha Phi Alpha. "We· Miss Black and Gold is a national 
Freshman Ebony Davis was feel that anything we can do to Alpha Phi Alpha event that.is en-
crowned Miss Black and· Gold at help them further their educatio~ joyed by innumerable chapters 
the fourth annual pageant, held by an.d ·succeed in society is benefi- across the country. Xavier's chapter. 
Alpha. Phi Alpha fraternity on Fri- cial." has hosted the pageant each of the 
day, Feb. 21 at the Madison Hotel The pageant includes the fol- last four years, nine years after the 
in Covington, Ky. lowing competitions: in.troduc- · fraternity's conception on canipus. · · 
The pageant, quickly becom- tion/business wear, bathing suit, "It's important to.continue this 
ing an eagerly anticipated annual . talent, and question & answer/for- tradition," said Rhodes. "Outside. 
· event, is an opportunity for Afri- mal wear. support is appreciated and we' hope .··· 
can-American female students to Judging the competition were · · to incorporate more organizations. 
present their ta_lents and compete Lori Wright; Xavier admissions; · into this event in the future." 
in a chanee to earn one of two schol- Justin Wade and Brad Lenora, Alpha Phi Alpha is a black, colle-
. arships. Davis was awarded.$1,000 members of Alpha Phi Alpha; and giate fraternity founded by seven 
for finishing first and runner-up Ed O"l'oole from the XU rugby distinguished African-American 
student Sparkle.Harris was awarded squad: . .· Males at Cornell University in 1906. 
a $500 scholarship. Also com pet- "Ebony epitomizes what we lt'was originated in the hopes of pro-
ing were students Charmaine Davis, look for in aMiss Black and Gold;' viding a sanctuary and avenue for 
Carmel Haysbert and Melody Said Rhodes. the prosperity of African-American 
McKelvin. · Now that Davis has won, she individuals. The founding prin-
"It's ·always important to raise will compete against other pag- ciples are mainly deeds, scholarship 
awareness of African-American · eant winners fr<~m Ohio at die dis- and Jove for all mankind. 
PHOTO COURTESY OF CHUCK SAMBUCHINO 
Freshman Ebony Davis, the Xavier Miss Black and Gold, will continue 
· on to regional competition. · · · 
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Public unease increases 
BY RON HUTCHESON 
. Knight Ridder Newspapers 
WASIIlNGIDN - President Bµsh, 
preparing the.world for war, placed 
the.Uniteq Nations on notice Thurs-
day night that its diplomats have 
only a few more days·t~ re!!olve the. 
·1raqi crisis·before he takes military 
actioµ to disarm ·Saddam Hussein. 
"We, of course, are consulting 
. with our.allies at the.United Nations, 
but i meant what I said: This is the · 
"You bet. It;s time for people to 
show their cards and let people 
know ·where they stand when it 
comes to Saddam." 
His comme~ts came as 300,000 
U.S. and British troops gathered 
near Iraq and awaited orders that 
could come as early as next week. 
Bush said he would give U.N. 
week after the resolution is adopted. was shared by the Bush Administra-
A vote is likely next week.Straw tion; U.S. officials at the United 
told the British ~roadcasting Com- Nations refused to comment on the 
pany. that the riew proposal would possibility that the resolution could · 
give Saddam "days and not months" be changed. · 
to prove he does not possess chemi- · Also Thursday, Senate Minor~ty 
cal, biological or nuclear weapons: Leader Tom Daschle, a Democrat · 
It was possible that negotiations .. from South Dakota who voted last 
last phase of di~lom~cy," Bush srud "/ meant what I 
dunng a rare:: pnme-ttme news con- · 
might ensue in. which Rui;~ia and fallin fav.or of a war resolution, 
other· opponents of the. original broke with the administration, say-
resoiution might· agree to give ing that Bush has failed diplomati-
Saddam a few more weeks to dis- cally and an invasion of Iraq would 
arm, but no more. 
ference from the White House on . said: This' is the last 






ply that Saddam . 
· the United Nations. phase of diplomacy. 
"A little bit more time?" ·Bush d h . - Presi ent George W. Bus 
asked, reacting to the position of · 
many U.N. nations who say it is not 
yet time for war so long as arms in-
spections show progress. "Saddam 
Hussein has had 12 years to disarm." 
Weapons inspectors are sched: 
uled to deliver new reports Friday 
morning to the.U.N. Security Coun-
cil. Chief inspector Hans ·Blix said· 
this week that Iraq is showing "a 
great deal more" cooperation, an 
assessment tl1at could further com-
plicate U.S. efforts to win interna-
.tional support f9! military action to 
disarm and depose the Iraqi leader. 
Bush used ihe news conference 
to repeat his now-familiar argu-
ments against Iraq. At bottom, he 
insisted again that unless Saddam 
weapons inspector~ and aid work~ has squandered his 
ers in Iraq sufficient time to leave final opportunity to . 
. before hostilities begin. disarm;· · · · 
"We don't want anybody in "We are ready to 
harm's way who shouldn't 'be in discuss the wording 
h.arm's way," he said. "We have no of that resolution. 
quarrel with anybody other than and take oil board 
Saddam and his group of killers any constructive. 
··who destroyed a society." suggestions of how' 
At the United Nations, British- the process on _that 
. Foreign Minister Jack Straw said draft resolution can 
his nation might offer a revised ver- be improved," Straw 
sion of the U.S.-backed resolution. told _reporters at the 
Theme<1;Sure,alsosponsoredby United Nations. 
Britain and Spain, has aroused "There's certainly a 
possibility of an 
amendment, · and 
that's something 
we're looking at." 
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Agency quoted Chinese President 
Jiang Zemin as telling President 
Jacques Chirac of France. 
Other Chinese leaders said they 
supported a joint statement issued 
Thursday by France; Russia and 
Germany. Those nations said they 
would take whatever· action was 
necessary to defeat the resolution. 
France, Russia and China hold 
veto power as permanent members 
of the Security Council, along with 
disarms completely, and fast, the 
United States will disarm him by 
force. 
The news confetence· was 
broadcast live by virtually every 
televisidn' ne~ork. It was foil owed 
by a few hours word of a possible 
compromise at the Uriited Nations 
"The door of peace 
should not be closed. " . 
Straw also said 
that war still could · 
be avoided and that · 
PHOTO COURTESY OF KNIGHT RIDDER NEWSPAPERS 
U.S. Secretary of State Colin Powell addresses the U.N. Security Council 
as Britain floated a proposal to give 
Iraq a few extra days, but also a firm 
deadline, to prove that it has com-
pletely disarmed. 
Bush said the United States 
would insist that the Security Coun-
cil vote on a new resolution, even if 
the measure is doomed to failure. 
''We'll call for a vote no matter 
what the whip count is,'' Bush said. 
-. Chinese President Jiang 
Zemin 
Saddam c:ould remain in power if 
Iraq fully disarmed, a position that 
. seemed to put Bri~n 1;1t odds with 
the White House, ~hich in recent 
growing opposition from other days has been emphasizing "regime 
members of the U.N. Security change" in Iraq. 
Council. On Thursday, China Prime Minister Tony Blair fac:es 
firmly aligned itself with France, intense dissent at home, ·even within 
. Russia and. Germany, which have his own party, to going .to war 
. vowed to block the measure. . . against Saddam without interna-
Diplomats said Britain's com- tional approval, and Thursday's de-
promise envisions setting a dead- velopments suggested a new degree 
line .that would arrive less than a of British flexibility. 
It was unclear if that flexibility 
be premature. 
Daschle said he believes the 
president is "rushing to war with-
out an adequate concern for the 
·ramifications of doing so unilater-
ally or with a very small coalition." 
The diplomatic problem facing 
the . administration came into. 
sharper focus Thursday when China · 
reiterated its opposition fo the origi-
nal U.S.-sponsored resolution. · 
''The door of peace should not 
be closed," the official Xinhua News ·. 
America and Britain. They had 
taken no public position on the. 
concept Britain floated as of 
Thursday evening. · 
Another sign of the uphill 
struggle facing the United States 
and Britain at the UN emerged 
when Chile, one of six Security 
Council ~embers undecided un-
til now, said it was prepared to vote 
against the original U.S.-British 
measure. 
. ,. ,, : ~· ', . : 
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:U.S.~U:K:~Spani~h r~sol~tfon that 
~ ~ < -~. A' ,,, .... A < 
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Lena Davie, EDITOR email: NEWSWIRE-OPED@XAVIER.EDU, 
STAFF EDITORIAL-· 
_March is mad 
The month of March, tradition-
ally, holds some of the school 
years' most memorable events.·.· 
The madness continues this year 
. as we at the Newswire highlight 
the events that ·are sure to leave 
you manic. 
True, we may be going to war in 
less than a week, but it's difficult 
to pay attention wit~ so many dis-
tractions, including the arrival of 
. spring. 
As every basketball fan is aware, 
th~NCAAmen'sand women's_ up-
coming basketball tournaments are 
swiftly approaching. Dubbed 
"March Madness," this time of the 
year brings qut the best and worst 
in the fans of their respective bas~ 
ketball teams. What other time can 
one feel completely comfortable in 
near full-body paint of.one's favor-
ite team? 
Speaking of basketball teams, 
we have an exemplary one here on 
campus. With a 15-game winning 
streak, we can only anticipate his-
tory-in the making as teams battle 
for the A-10 title. Current count: 
, 15 games down, nine to go. 
But we would be remiss if we 
didn't mention that the outstand" 
i.ng team effort wouldn't be fully 
. accomplished if it wasn't for our 
star, David West, What.a guy. Not 
only does he decide to stay for his 
senior year, he also helps the 
Muskies to regain the No. IO rank-
ing they boasted in the preseason. 
Even ifthe.team'doesn'tmake it as 
far as we would like in the tourna-
ment, David offers an outstanding 
candidate for National Player of 
the Year, though he'd be the lru.;t to 
admit it. 
This year, our spring break ar-
rived slightly earlier than most stu-
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dt:nts would have liked. Although 
it didn't parallel most other col-
leges' and universities' breaks, itdid 
provide a timely respite for most stu-
dents to relax and enjoy 'a· week de-
void of classes. D9n't worry if you 
were.stuck in the least of temperate 
climates for break because spring is 
finally on its way. Although I am 
not fully justified in my belief, I 
think we've seen the last of old man 
winter and his white stuff . 
With .the end of spring break 
9omes ·the dreaded ·midterm grades 
which generally mean absolutely 
nothing, so make ·certain to assure 
your parents that the "I''. or "S" will 
eventually transform into an "A" or 
"B." 
March also holds one of the great~ 
est international holidays, St. 
Patrick's.Day. This is the feast day of 
the patron saint of Ireland. Although 
many might not be aware of the reli-
gious impact of this holiday, ft gives 
Irish-Americans the chance to cel-
ebrate their heritage; So remember .. 
to wear green and greet all that don. t 
with a pinch. -
An event which is not so com-
mon when it comes to this month is 
the potential of impeiljHng 'war. 
Many students withdraw themselves 
from .the news of a possible military 
· invasion·. Yet as each day passes, it 
becomes more and mor~ evident that 
an im~asion is likely. If ybuare one 
of those "he's not my president" be-
lievers, you'd better start realizing 
the troops that are sent overseas are 
yours, ·and support for them is 
needed. 
With this month bringing so many 
. distractions, both recreational and 
political, it is difficult to focus ciur 
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- L E T T E R S TO T H. E E D I T 0 R 
·'Vagina Monologues' defended 
By canceling the Xavier 
Player's production of "The Va-
gina Monologues," the. Xavier 
Administration has taken the 
stance that this play does not fit 
within the ideals of a Jes11it, Catho-
lic univ~rsity. The dialogue pre-
sents issues such as women's 
rights; rape, violence, ·birth and 
sexual freedom through true, per-
sonal stories. One of these stories 
is that of a Bosnian woman who 
' was raped by soldiers. 
· Another discusses, a. \.yoman· 
. who was sexually abused as a -
child, but has been able to reclaim 
her sexuality. This play calls 
women and men to better under-
stand female sexuality through a 
variety of both familiar and un-
conventional ways . .Jt is an award-
winning piece that has been cred-
ited as art and a significant part of 
our culture's history, yet Xavier· 
does not want it to be presented 
on campus. 
Ironically, on any given night, 
students can immerse themselves 
in sordid television deiivered to 
the dorm room by Xavier. -HBO 
late-night provides such shows as 
"Real Sex," "G-String Divas," 
"Hookers" and "Taxicab Confes-
sions.'' On an advertisement for 
the next "G-String Divas" on 
HBO.com, it says. "Meet Silver; 
formerly a church-going girl from 
Chile, who has become one of the 
Divas' most passionate strippers." 
· - Ori "Real Sex 29,'; (which will 
air on channel 24 on March 13 at 
11 p.m. for .those on campus) the 
show will discuss a coed wrestling 
~atch with a sexual twist, Kama 
Sutra, and oth_er topics which are. 
impos~ible to list here without be-
ing censored. · 
'1t-is an award-
winningpiece that 
has· beeri credited ds · 
art and a significant 
part of our culture's , 
history." 
While "The· Vagina ,Mono~ 
logues" discusses real issues arid 
raises awareness about topics chal-
lenging our society today, these 
television shows provide hours of 
pure lust. _There is nothing redeem-
ing from these shows, but they are 
readily available eithe~ for those 
stud~nts who choose to watch or 
. who stumble upon them while flip-
ping through channels. Sadly, on-
.· campus students at Xavier are re-
quired to pay $70 for the cable/data 
· fee which provides funding for this 
"entertainment." 
· This situation brings a few ques-
tions to mind. Is Xavier selective 
in what it censors with the power 
thatit labels as "upholding tht;Jde-
als of a Jesuit, Catholic univer-
sity?'' With the performances of 
"Drag Queens on Tri.al" and "The 
Odyssey," both with strong sexual 
scenes or contemporary ideas pre..: 
sented, why would "The Vagina 
Monologues" be canceled? Is 
. :Xavier i~fluenced by outside forces, 
·i.e. alumni, who might be .offended . 
by the performance? 
The fact that there seems to be 
: hypocrisy, inAhe actio1is· oLthe, 
Xavier Administration leads one to 
answer. the above questions with 
some ease. Since I have no proof of 
· what the truth is, I will leave my 
speculations out of this. But to 
close, I would like to quote the mis-_ 
sion statement of Xavier as written 
on its Web site: 
"Xavier's mission is· to educate; 
Our essential activity is the inter-
. action of students and faculty in an 
education experience characterized 
by critical thinking and articulate 
expression with specific attention 
giv.en to ethical issues and values; 
"Xavier is an- educational com-
. munity dedicated ... to the orderly 
discussion of issues confronting 
society; and ... Xavieris committed 
unr.eservedly to ·open and free in-
quiry." 
-Brian Ray 
· Class of '05 
No justification beliind 
- .cancellation· · 
As some of .you have heard, 
Xavier's production of "The Va-
gina Monologues" has been can-
celled. But some of yqu may ask,_ 
why is this an issue? Because four 
days before the show was to go 
up, the administration. cancelled 
it - without any input from the 
student body. 
, What is-the purpose of this uni-
versity if it doesn't listen to the 
students who make up 7 4 percent 
.of the 'university's annual in-
come? The. canceling of the 
monologues has raised many more · 
issues involving student..:adminis-. 
triltion communication·. · 
The main misconception thatled 
to the ultimate dismissal of the 
event was the title: "The Vagina 
Monologues." The real purpose of 
-the monologues and the. V-Day 
campaign is to raise the conscience, 
level of those in the community and 
alert them to .the increasing prob-
lem of dom.estic and sexual vio-
lence against women and children. 
V-Day is a global movement to 
stop violence against women and 
girls. v~Dayis a palpable energy, 
a fierce 2atalystthatpromotes cre-
ative events to increase awareness, 
raise money, and revitalize the 
spirit of existing anti-violence or~ 
· ganizations. 
V-Day generates broader atten~ 
.tion for the fight to stop .world-
. wide violence against women and 
girls including . i:ape, battery, _in-
cest, female genital mutilation 
(FGM), and sex\Jal slavery. V-Day 
Continu.ed .on page 10 
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MALL TALK 
What new class would you create~f~r Xavier's curricul .. 
L E T. T E R s T 0 T H E 
· 11arassme·nt .has. ·no ·Home 
-atXaVler 
To. the university commu~ity: . . The basis of Catholic morality 
It is~ith great dismay that the is the dignity of the h.uman person; 
Xavier Alliancewishes to inform Anythiiig that·defr11cts from··that 
. the. university community ·about dignity is immoral .. · . . 
harassment occurring on our cam-. In ·the Statement on Sexual Ori-
pus on the •basis 9f perceived entation,. the university states "un-
sexual orientation· and race. equivocal_ly tha(gay .• and lesbia!} 
ceived to be oridentify themselves 
as a part of a sexuitl minority, espe-







. entire cprnmunity. 
· Since the fall semester; an un- . sfudents, (acuity, staff;'a:dm,inistra:-
dergraduate student Iivirig in uni• tors;· and ~utnrii are \l/efoome'mem- ••··. 
versity-operated'hotlsingwa:s vie- hers ofihe university coriinni'1ity, 
tifu ·to harassment on the fasis of · and tha( ariy:· ptejudfofal • thoughts · 
·perceived ·seJi:ual ·.orientation and .. :·or. actions· dird:ted. against :them···. 
race.Inddents'focluded knocking . have. no: place foithin o~r·.9ommu~' 
on doors 'at -fate~riight or early,. nity'.'~ . . . .. .. . 
moming'h-ours, defogatocy: mes'- . It iidmportannoremeniberthat 
Sliges on tlle ,person's message harassmen(sucJi aS lhat described 
board, harassing phone calls, de- above doe~n't si~ply, hiliass one 
rogatory language wtitten on the . person, but an entire corrimunity'. 
person's door itself and threats to This is the basis ofa hate crime. As~ . .·· < . . . . .. 
personal safety; such this harassment attacks : the . We call upon students to chal-
. . . erttir~ X~vfor community.· . . lenge eacl:rotheI',to uphold Catho~ · 
.. ·.·.·~.' .. · t ... the core. ..·.0+ At the core of, being a Jesuit in- .lie morality in' l"especti11g 1hehu-'J stitrition; is the service of faith . matl dig~ity of an peopfo. . . . . • . . . 
beingajesuit. through the promoµon o(justice.. . We callupon·thosevictiinized. 
, · •Part of theway the Society of Jesus. ·. by harassmentto, r~port it imllledi-· · 
institution is the deals with the injustice of preju"' ately to the ,Qffice of .. Safety a:p.d· 
.. _···Se.rvt·.,..··e· -.. O'f:+.ri· ".z·"·+ .. ·h dice is through the promotion of . Security. The" university .cannot "' 'J J"' ,,, justi~e hv bringing ' the identify problems uriless they are 
thro. u.·. ~oh the marginaliied to.the mainstream. reported, arid•rep()rted immedi-
6' . In Jinewith this tradition,wecall . ately. · ... ·· .· ·· " ·•· 
promotion ofjustice. "·U~on~lie entire:~om_rimnity to use . TheXayierAliianceoffers itself 
.·. · · · . . this as an opportumty to educate : as a resource for th()se taking ac~ 
ourselves.·about: the 'impact that tion agai11st anti~gay bias. arid sup~ 
Between December and Janu- s~ch acts have on a con1munity. . . porting. those againsfilllforriis of 
~y,,thei11~iderit8.wereI'eportedto WecalluponfacultYtofindop- harassn1~nt. ·· , , . .• .· . 
a. Residence. Life ~tudentand pro- . porID.riitiesin arid ouf of c~ass. to . ·.We . Jook: forward: · to.· the. 
: fessionaFstaff . .Qn. February 14; . .talk· abo.ut the language :we lis~, .•.. c;C>Jlm,:l.uf1it}r',s support· it( ou~ '¢oil-: . 
. the incidents were reported to.the such. as 'frhat's :gay," . ''fag" an(} ; • tlri~ed efforts'l() provid~.a saf~ pl~ei 
' Offic~ofSafety and Security. Ev-.. "dyke,;',whfoh huris''the C01lllnull,ity forpedple ofallsexqal orieritations 
E D I T 0 R 
President responds to 
harassment 
Late last semester, several stu-' ters made fo the . image and like-
dent members of the Xavier Uni- ness of ourco1lllnon God, and there-
versity community became the tar- fore must stand together in an atti-
gets of episodes of racial harass~ tude ()f graced solidarity. 
ment. · Such conduct can have no place 
Recently, a new such episode atXavier: For, above and beyond 
was called to my attention, this one the reflections above, Xavier's cul- . 
apparently combining both racial ture of respect for and care of the 
and homophobic elements. These whole person is central to our very 
episodes provide an unfortunate identity as an institution, and to 
but important opportunity for me violate it through such episodes of 
to state that:such harassment is to 
harruising conduct---------.-. --- tear the very fabric . 
can have l}O place ''Harassing COndUCt of who We are to-
at an institution h 1 · gether. 
which is a Jesuit, can a,ve no ptace at . iwish all mem-
Catholic univer- an institution which her~ of ~e Xav~er 
sity. Umvers1ty family 
Such conduct is a Jesuit, Catholic every success in 
can have no place the remainder of . . ,, 
at a university: untverstry. thesemester. 
For a university __ .;._.,..---------- · May these re-. 
must be a place cent episodes re-
marked by an atmosphere of mind us of our shared identity as a 
inclusivity for diverse people and university community and invite us 
their opinions, which atmosphere all to do what we can to strengthen 
is the precondition for the cordial, the important culture of care and 
collegiate dialogue that is at the concern for the whole person that 
heart of the unive_rsity enterprise. is at the heart of our university iden-
Such conduct can have no place tity. 
at a Jesuit, Catholic institution: For 
Roman Catholic teaching insists 
that ali of us are brothers and sis-
- Michael J. Graham, S.J. 
President of Xavier University 
Insensitive com01ents 
not amusing · erytJiing thatcan be done. has been. andl~ad~ to ~eater pr()blems, such · · .to m~t, offer opportUnities to leain, 
or is being' done. · · . · as the hatassment described above; . teach ,and ,discuss: the challenges. 
One- student was·· caught Furthermo~e, .disc~ss how.harass- surrounding. sexu~l orienfation I would like to comment on a 
knocking on the person's dooI'. ment on the basis of perceived within the teaching of the Catholfo. remark in the section entitled, 
Thatindividual has been citedfor .. sexual orientati(jn_ and race inter,. . Church .a:nd . build. coriu~~nity "What is the craziest thing that ever 
harassment and ·the matter is be- sect . . spirit, mlituaLunderstanding and happened to you on Spring Break?" 
For too long the image of Mexi-
cans is that of an inferior group 
who can be made fun of without 
qualms. This remark was ignorant 
and disrespectful, and though the 
man likely meant not to offend, the 
editor should have the insight not 
to allow this to occur. It reflects the 
cocky American ·attitude that was 
mentioned by Powell in the last is-
sue; 
~*!f i?~~J@f~~fi.··.······=.ti·.·de·.a."st_~.c.,:a•· .. :.. c• . ·e, .•.•. ~.ed·.•··~ ..•. 
1
h.·1;·Y··~.1 .• s0.~t·.Y.nu• . . ···.: .•.•• d.• ... !.·ernw.0ts.····a·····;··w····~.•·.h·d·!···o•.= .• :ar·.:·: . •. ... u .. e:····:·'.:P~.· ..•. ue•.i.e.sr1 .. ·.•.;._'.'·.·.· .. ·. ;.: ~PPo;:
0
.• ' ..••. ~.:·Th<e·· ·x·. ·a.v"1:e.r •. Al·. ,. Ii. ·a' n" ce·•· ~;~:;:r:: ;:;~~~:~~ 
tb a~other c~p~.s r~siden~~- •· •... ···•. L, Now, had he said, "in Africa," or, 
~__;_.;._ __ __;___;;.__;_ ___ ......;.-.:..-__;___;___;_.;.;.......;;·-. .. ,. ....;;. "__;_....._--.__._._ ....... ....___..--...-....-_.-_...__ ....... _.._ ......... _._. .... ·_ .. ·_,_ ... "in the 'burbs,'' I think there might 
Stay tuned for a continuation of the ''Vagina Monologue" debate in next week's 
·Opinions and Editorials 
issue. 
In the meantime ..... 
Send your opinions to 
Opednewswire@xavier.edu 
have been a bit of an uproar. Thus, 
in part because somebody has to 
stand up for the hispanics 9n cam-
pus and beyond, and I am Mexi-
can-American, l say that this was 
inappropriate for you to allow in 
the paper. · 
I encourage· the writers to be 
more considerate and creative. 
Things like this give Xavier a close-
minded and stale rep. 
-Esther West 
Class of '06 
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No justification behind 'Vagina MOnologues' 
cancellation. 
Continued from page' 8 
provides funding to create and nur-
ture· innovative programs to sfop 
the violence. 
Through V-Day campaigns, lo-
cal volunteers and college students 
produce annual benefit perfor-
mances of "The Vagina Mono-
logues"· to rais.e awareness and 
funds for anti-
violence groups 
Firs~, the administration viewed 
the production as not holding up 
to the Catholic and Jesuit tradi-
tion. Secondly, they received pres-
sure from alumni, concerned citi-
zens, and l.'.eligious groups. 
So you mean. to tell me these 
outside groups have the power to 
determine what is Catholic and 
what is 
riot? They also 














and more) to 
change social at-
titudes toward 




and programs to 
change social 
attitudes towards 
have the power 
tq control what 
activities are al-
low~d to be on a 
campus which is 
drastically dif-
ferent than when 





and. a Jesuit one · 
is that Jesuits 
adapt to modern 
cultures but at 




men? Xavier is in the middle of the 
most segregated city in America and 
talks about diversity. But how can. 
you be diverse without takingrisks 
and encouraging everyone on cam~ 
pus to feel as though they belong? 
Honestly, how can anyone feel truly 
and completely accepted here when 
there are so many barriers to that 
acceptance? , 
I know myself, along with oth-
ers, feel after this that Xavier was 
riot the inviting pot of gold at the . 
end of the rainbow. And we feel that 
the community and prospective stu-
dents should know_that students are 
not the first priority here but rather_ 
money a.rid image. 
Xavier needs to step out of the 
bubble and back into reality, that 
includes alumni and concerned citi-
zens. -Women are born with vaginas _ 
and we do talk·abciut .them. Why 
can't we express ourselves in the 
forum of the theater? 
Why was there a giant penis in 
Cyclops and drag queens just last 
month and no censorship or ban of 
them was even brought up? why 
now? What can one event do to a. 
270-year-old university? Are they 
women. In 2002, more than 800 V-
Day benefit ~vents were presented 
by l9cal v.olunteer activists around 
the world, educating millions of 
people about the reality of vio-
lence against females; 
hold up their 
Catholic. teachings. That is why the 
Jesuits have.been so controversial 
in their past history; they are mod-
ernists who are interested in what 
the rest of, the world thinks and 
feels. -Straight from Xavier's Mis-
sion Statement: 
_ more concerned about the external 
. -environment than the internal con-
ditions of its own? 
We at Xavier already had events 
planned for this week that ranged 
from bake sales, movies, and an 
international tea session, finally 
ending with the performance. And 
all the proceeds raised were going 
to be donated to the Women's Cri-
sis Center. But. ..... 
After being approved three 
times over the course of two 
months, the_ student body was 
slapped in the face with a sudden _ 
cancellation of the monologues. 
Why? 
'.'Our essential activity is the in-
teraction of .students and faculty 
in.an educational experience char-
acterized by critical thinking and 
ari:iculate expr~ssion with specific 
· attention given to ethical issues 
and values." Isn't that' what the 
monologues are doing? Bringing 
up ethical issues that stimulate 
criticalthinking? Or are we stuck· 
in the pre-1970s? 
Xavier, when itwas dominated 
by all-white, all-Catholic, an~ 
But don't you.find it funny that 
athletics are supported with no ques-
tions about whether it is upholding 
Catfiolic and Jesuit ideals? l never 
re~d anything in: Catholic literature 
and teachings that say athletics are 
. part of that tradition. We exploit our 
student athletes consistently to in-
crease the universitf s image but we 
cannot put on a production that is 
awareness ·raising and promotes 
charity. Think about that one. · 
Seriously, this is more than just 
one event being censored and can-
celled. It is about the fact that this 
could happen: to any program at the them to provide for us. 
last minute. After students and fac- . I encourage you-all to look at 
1Jlty alike have put countless hours Xavier'_s Mission Statement, see if 
into making it great, the adniinis- you think it is being upheld in ev-
tration can stop it with no remorse ery context. Thinkabout your role 
or reimbursement of any kind. This on this campus as a student and 
is something that cannot be swept ' whether you feelrepresentedwhen 
under the carpet as the university -- there is a decision made concern-
has done in .the past (for exampie, ing us. Do you feel that ~is uni~ 
. the three inci- versity uses us as 
dents of sexual t4_eir financial -
assault. last year '54_ l+er students and. providers and a 
and the many ha- '1."
1 
·_ . _ media mockery? 
rassmerit issues faculty alike have,put If this univer-
that have been h. . sity was for us, it 
occurring). countless ours into would be more 
We as students k · . · · h concerned -about 
arid faculty must . ma. tng ~t great, t. e keeping us satis-
show the higher administration can fied as current 
powers that we · students rather 
deserve as much stop it with no than bowing 
respect as (and· down to the 
much more) than remorse Or alumni. Make 
an A-10 Champi- · • b · ,.{' your voice heard 
onship. If they retm ur,sement ·01 any because this is the 
are so concerned · · kind. " time. We are the 
with ideals and future and with- . 
·tradition, why do out us on their 
we have cable television and unre- · side, the university is just a place, 
stricted Internet? There .are worse not a community. There is only so 
situations (that are sexual) that oc- much that can be written in one ar-
cur on CBS, NB(::, and ABC day ticle and I encourage you to keep 
after day, butthe uniVersity doesn't your ears open to this issue about 
ban thes_e channels. · representation because it is a seri-
And as students continue to ous one that affects our futures. 
·complain that there is nothing here . Come to the rally on Friday at 3 · 
for them, this puts thatidea in big p.m. on .the residential mall to let 
red letters. How can we program your voice be heard and to under- -
· anything that is educationai'-with- - stand fully what hypocrisy is go-
out running the risk that within a ing on here. And to faculty, who 
· week of the event, it will not be feel like they are not being heard, 
cancelled? FelJow students, we please come out also and state your 
hear your pleas and are doing as opinion on the matter because this 
.. much as we can .under the weight affects you as much as it does the 
of the administration. But we.need students .. 
your voices, in addition to ours, to 
convey the message -that our 
$28,000 is .not. a donation to the 
general fund _but our contract with 
- Chris Sims, V-Day organizer 
Class of '04 
'·Vagina Monologues' have no place at Xavier 
Imagine for a moment a dozen 
or so students were to form a local 
chapter of the KKK on Xavier's cam-
pus. Would Xavier be obligated to 
tolerate such a group? If such a 
group formed, would we consider -
it censorship if the administration 
prevented this group from meet-
ing? Now, a reasonable person 
·would say, "of course Xavier 
shouldn't allow the KKK to use its 
facilities. The university should 
stand for certain values, and among 
those values shouldn't be racism." 
I am sure many students would 
demand that the group disband, and 
rightfully so. But is this censor-
ship?. And if so, should we not re-
examine the notion that "censor-
ship" is the absolute evil, to be 
avoided even by private institu-
tions, even when the censored 
group is in direct conflict with the 
values of that institution? 
The KKK example demonstrates 
that a university should exert some 
level of control over the activities 
that take place on its grounds. Let 
· us now turn to the issue at hand: 
Xavier's decision to prevent the 
performance of ''The Vagina Mono-
logues" on its campus.· Those who 
-had planned to put the play on 
claim that it deals with issues such 
as rape, sexual abuse and domes-
tic violenc~. 
A quick scanning of the script 
indicates that this may .even be 
true. However, even if the play 
were entirely committed to exam-
ining these issues, the sheer vul-
garity of it would offend many. 
But the indecency lies far deeper 
than the crude language employed 
_ by its author. The play promotes a 
sexual agenda irreconcilable with 
Catholic morality. 
For example, take the skit, "The 
Little Coochi Snorcher that 
Could." In it, a woman tells the -
spectators about an experience she 
had when she was a 16-year~old 
girl. As a teenage girl, she met a 
24-year-old woman, and found her 
attractive. The older woman pro-
ceeds to give the girl vodka· and, 
_under the influence of alcohol, she 
rapes her. The girl narrating the 
story 'then r~lates how the older 
women; "[made] me play with my-
self in front of her and she [taught] 
me all the different ways to give 
myself pleasure." -But this rape is 
okay; in fact, it. is glorified - the girl 
reflects back on it as her "salva-
tion." So here we have a play, sup-
posedly written to expose the evils 
of the abuse of women, and instead · 
it promotes rape, not to mention a 
sexual relationship between an ado-
lescent girl and a mature woman. 
An adult using an adolescent for _ 
sexual p~ey? 




issues, the sheer 
vulgarity of it ·would 
offend many. ,, 
In the Catholic Church, we call 
that a crises; for a sexual revolution-
ary it is high art, on par .with the 
exhibits of Mr. Mapplethorpe. · 
To recap, "The Vagina· Mono- out its research, teaching, and all 
logues" exults lesbianism; encour-. other activities with Catholic ide-
agirigly portrays masttirbation; and als, principles and attitudes." 
presumes the existence of "good The play violates these ideals, 
rapes" (a phrase used in an earlier and therefore; it is the responsibil-
version of.the play). We should be· ity of Xavier University, as aCatho-
reminded that the Catechism de- lie ·organization, to prevent this 
fines pornography as that which open endorsement of immorality 
"~onsists in removing real or simu- from being given a voice 'on our 
lated sexual acts from the intimacy campus. 
of the partners, in order to display To suggest that "The Vagina 
them deliberately to third parties" Monologues" should be banned. 
(2354). The playflaunts traditional _would be to invite accusations of 
morality at every turn, glorifies tyranny. If ·another institution 
homosexual acts; and- invites· the wished to endorse the play, it is their 
audience to revel in its right, but it woQld certainly reflect 
libidinousness. The play qtialiffes on the character of that organiza~ 
as pornography, perverting the con- tioi:l. -
jugal act and undyrcutting the dig- Likewise, the decision to not 
nity of human sexuality. allow the play on Xavier's campus 
· As a private institution, Xavier reflects positively on us. Those 
has the right to regulate the hap- who made the d.ecision t!J prohibit 
penings on its campus. The Board the performance of "The Vagina 
of Trustees has declared this uni- _Monologues" should be corigratu-
versity to be a .Catholic school, _ lated for having the courage to _ 
whose conduct should be in line stand athwart "modern" values and 
with the teachings of the Church: re-assert Xavier's c9mmitment to 
The Holy See re-affirmed this in the developing a c_ampus in the image 
· 1990 encyclical Ex corde , of the Cathqlic ideal. 
Ecclesiae, which requires that a -Andy Bausch _ 
Catholic college "inform and carry Class of ·03· 
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SGA defends ''Vagina Monologues'' 
SAC was granted the rights to the non-profit organization that funds versities and others benchmarked Brigham Young University, and cinnati Enquirer titled "Learning 
play "The Vagina Mo~ologues" this ·grassroots groups, working to stop by Xavier have also performed the Valparaiso. · to Hear the Sounds of Diversity", 
fall in hopes of offering yet another violence against women.arid help- play, inclm;ling Creighton Univer- . The V:Day College ·Campaign , Rev. Michael Graham, S .J. ad-
diverse learning experience for ing those who are survivors ofvio- sity, Loyola University Chicago, invites colleges and universities dressed the issues of diversity and 
Xavier students. Since then, SAC lence. As Eve Ensler performed University ·of Norte Dame, Boston around the world to present benefit communication at Xavier .. In the 
has submitted several re.commenda- the play in small towns and large College, College of Holy Cross, productions of.'The Vagina Mono- article he stated that he has learned 
tions, background information, and cities all over the world, she saw Bradley University, Drake Univer- logues" on their cart'ipuses to raise durifig his role as president that 
explanations as to how the. play ·and heard first- · money and · "diversity is less about being in the 
would be performed while at Xavier hand about ter- awareness. The same room together, and more 
and excitemen:t has grown over the rib le and mas- The goal of the college campaign is to proceeds from about how we listen to one another 
past"few months from Xavier stu- sive co·nse- · l h l . J h these events in that room.~' We pose this ques-
dents, faculty, and staff along with que~·ces of vio- empower JOUng peop e-. t. e eaaers, S apers were to be do- tion: Where is Xavier's room? How 
~~;bersoftheCincinnaticommu- ~~:entow::~ and messengers of the future ... it is crucial ~a:~::r~~lyt~~ ~~~t::e~=:et~i~:~=~~%:;~ 
The recent cancellation an:d ex- girls, as' bun- that we as students on Xavier's campus take a c inc inn at i motivation, that will drive this Je-
planation given to the performers dreds of them . • · · · . · . · Women's Crisis suit institution? We hope not, be-
late Monday night is absurd. As told their st~ries Stand, let our VOtCeS ·be heard and support . Center, an orga- cause ~en: we would not be differ-
elected leaders and students our- ' of rape, incest, ' h : nization work- ent from the rest of the world. 
selves, we feel our opinions have domestic battery one anot. er. ing to stop this As the newly~elected Student 
been neglected and abused. Mo~t and genital mu- violence. Body Executives, we support any 
of the objections that have been · ti_lation. The goal of and all eff011s to provide an envi-
given, we believe, are due toigno- The text of "The Vagina Mono- sity, Providence, Fordham Univer- the college campaign is to em- ronment that promotes understand-
. . ' 
ranee and the product of being ·un- · logues".is the: centerpiece ofV-Day ·si ty, Georgetown University, ··power yo.ung people - the lead~ ing and a free flow of ideas. 
educ'ated.Therefore;we believe that benefit performances ~nd takes Gprizaga University, John Carroll ers, shapers and messengers of the - Natasha Hamilton, 
it is important to be fully informed · place arourici the world. "The Va- University, Regis University, St. future. Therefore, it is crucial that . Meagan Quick and JJ Gibson 
as Xavier students. · gina Monologues" haS been per- Louis University, University of we as students on Xavier's campus SGA Executives 
2003
_ 
In 1998, as an outgrowth of the formed at more than 900 college Dayton, University of Detroit tilkeastand,letourvoicesbeheard 
success of "The Vagina Mono- campusesoverthepastfouryears: Mercy, UniversityofSanFrancisco, and support one another. 2004 
fogues,"V-Day was born. V-Day is a .Furthermore, Catholic Jesuit uni- Wheeling Jesuit University, In a recent editorial to the Cin-
. -.···· ,, 
BROUGHT TO YOU BY THE STU~ENT SENATE STUDENT RELATIONS COMMITTEE 
Want to start a club? 
Call Senator Jay Arms 
Need advice on community 
Service? Try Senator J.J. Gib-
son 
Need money for a club?· 
Senator Alex Fajardo is your 
man. 
Student Relations is the job 
of Laura (:arnaghi . 
School got ya down? Share 
student concerns with Sena-
tor John Hausman. 
Student Senators are here to 
help you, so USE US! To con-
t.act a Senator call x3094. 
Student Senate meetings are 





The Vagina Monologues are 
scheduled for the week of March. 
12-16. ActivJties include: 
Wednesday: lpm-6pm-Ribgbon 
& Cookie Sale at GSC 
Thursday: Bam-12pm- Faculty 
and Staff Bake Sale in Alter 
Lobby 
7:30pm~9:30pm""'. the movie: 
Reat·women Have Curves in Ke/~ 
fey Auditorium . 
Friday: 3pm.;.4pm- International 
Women'~ Tea in Romero Center 
7pm-8pm Women's Rece.ption 
and Fair 
Bpm- The Benefit Production of 
The Vagina Monologues 
Saturday: 4-Spm Women's Fair 
, Spm-The Benefit Production of 
The Vagina Monologues , 
8pm"'.9pm-:-_ Women's Fair 
9pm- The Benefit Production of 
. The Vagina Monologues 
Sunday: 7:30pm- A Panel Dis-
·cussion on The Vagina Mono-
logues · · 
•\ 
~~~· .. Relay For Life 
r ic -_ A 11·am Event to f1yht Cancer ti 
RELAY FOR LIFE 
Senators Mercedez :r oyce 
and Richard Fajardo who 
are the S'GA "Relay· for_ 
Life" Team Captains have · 
been working hard to raise . 
money, for The American 
Cancer Society .. The·Relay 
will b_e held April4-5 on the 
Residential Mall Green 
Space. If you. would like to 
donate, there is a donation 
- ' . '. 
box: located in the Student 
(?overnment Office on the 
second floor of GSC. Our 
goal is $1,000! · Look for 
more fundraisers soon. For 
more information regarding 
'Relay for Life" contact 
Mercedez or Richard at 
x3094. 
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Xavier women grab 
season honors 
Four members of this year's team 
were honored with postseason At-
lantic 10 All-Conference awards. 
The senior backcourt of Amy 
Waugh and Reetta Piipari were 
voted first team All-Atlantic 10. 
The duo have each been named to 
All-Conference Teams in the past, 
but this is the only first team selec-
tion for both players. Waugh was 
also named to the All-Tournament 
Team for her play in the_A-10 Tour-
nament and was also an Academic 
All-Conference selection as well. 
Freshman Tara Boothe, who 
holds the all~time record for 
Rookie-of-the-Week citations with 
11, was named Conference Rookie· 
of-the· Year and was an All-Ro~kie 
Team selection as well. Freshman 
Kristy Wallner joins Boothe on the 
All-Rookie Team 
West snags weekly 
award 
Senior David West has been 
named Atlantic · 10 Conference 
Player-of-the-Week for an Atlantic 
10 record seventh time this season 
. and now has an A-10 record 14 
Player-of-the-Week citations for his 
career. This marks the eighth con-
secutive week that a Xavier player 
has earnedA-10 Player-of-the-Week 
honors, including six by West and 
two by junior Romain Sato. · 
West averaged 20.5 points; 11 
rebounds, five assists and two 
blocks in wins over Saint Joseph's 
and Temple thfo past week, while 
shooting 11 of 19 (.579) from the 
field. 
Three A-10 squads 
reach AP Top 25 
For the first time in the 27-year 
history of the Atlantic 10 Confer-
ence, three teams will enter the At-
lantic 10 Men's Basketball Cham-
pionship ranked in the Associated 
Press top 25. 
This week's writer's poll sees 
Xavier ranked No. 10, Dayton rated 
No. 22, and Saint Joseph's ranked 
SPORTS THE XAVIER NEWSWIRE 
West, Caldwell honored 
in home. finale 
BY STEVE METZGER 
Sports Editor 
An era ended in Xavier basket-
ball this past we'ek. Senior David 
West appeared· in his last regular 
season game at the Cintas Center, 
honoring his stellar career by retir~ 
ing his jersey. 
·West finished his tenure in dra-; 
matic fashion, leading the Muskies 
to three clutch last-second wins 
against Duquesne, George Wash-
ington and La Salle and a rout 
against Temple in the foial home 
game. 
XU 80, DU 78 (OT) 
Musketeers escaped \IVith an 80- · 
78 overtime ~in at Duquesne . The 
victory extended Xavier's win 
streak to 12 games, which is tied 
for the second-longest streak in 
school history, 
The Dukes, who were shooting 
62.8 percent (27-of-43) from the 
field at that point; had to battle a 
much more aggressive Musketeer 
defens~ toward the end of the game. 
Xavier held Duquesne to 21.1 per· 
cent shooting over the final 14 min-
utes of the game, including the five· . 
minute overtime period. 
Four Duke free throws put the 
horrie team back in front, 72-69, 
with 24 seconds left in regulation. 
West answered with a powerful . 
drive to the hoop but missed a po· · 
tential game-tying free throw to 
complete the three-point play. A 
Duquesne free throw with nine sec-
onds left gave DU a 73-7.1 lead; 
· West drove the lane and missed but 
junior teammate Anthony Myles 
tipped in the miss just before the 
buzzer to send the game to over-
time, tied at 73. 
West led the way with game-
highs of 19 points and lOrebounds. 
It also marked the. 64th double-
double of his career, including his 
18th this season·. Chalmers added 
17 points and four assists, while 
freshman guard Dedrick Finn had 
16 and four assists. 
XU71,GW70 
West once again showed his 
dominance on the floor as he 
tipped in his own miss to give the 
Musketeers' a 71-70 win over 
George Washington on Saturday at 
the sold-out Cintas ·center. 
The play was reviewed by the 
officials to see if the basket had 
fallen in regulation, and it was de-
termined that West had made the 
shot with 0.1 seconds left. 
The Musketeers held off GW 
add built th~ lead back to five at. 
67-62 with just under three min~ 
utes remaining. 
Sophomore Keith Jackson an-
swered fof the Musketeers with a· 
baseline jumper·With 38 seconds 
left to give Xavier a one-
point lead. 
With XU down one, the 
Musketeers got West the 
· ball on the right block but 
he lost the· handle on it 
· while battling a double-
teani. · · A fortui~ous 
bounce gave Lionel 
Chalmers a jumper from 
the free throw line with 
just over two seconds left. 
· NEWSWIREPHOTO BY BRIAN ANGOUA 
Chalmers' shot was 
short, but West tipped it 
with his right hand. That 
shot went high off the 
glass. As the ball was fall-
ing off to the left of the 
basket, W\"st tapped if 
back up in front of a GW 
defender and two of his 
Musketeer teammates 
Senior David West was honored Saturday 
by having his number 30 jersey retired. 
with. his left hand. The ball left his 
hand just before time expired, and 
banked in as the horn sounded. 
The te_ams played a tight first 
half with -five· ties and six lead 
changes before Xavier pulled out 
to a 40-34 lead at halftime. 
XU 88, SJU 80 (OT) 
The Musketeers recorded 
their 14th-straight win with . 
a thrilling 88-80 win before 
a raucous sell-out crowd of 
3,200 at Saint Joseph's on 
Wednesday night. 
Saint Joseph's controlled 
much of the first half action 
and opened up a ·32-25 lead 
with 5:13 left before inter-
mission. A jumper by junior· 
Romain Sato from just inside 
the three-point line with a 
· ·second-left gave Xavier a 40-
39 lead heading into the 
locker room at halftime. · · 
After a 19-3 Hawks run 
late in the second half, the 
Muskies clawed their way 
back in as West drove to the 
b'asket and finished a short 
jumper to cut the lead in half 
at 71-69 with 24 seconds left. 
. After SJU missed· the front 
end of a one-and-one, 
Chalmers found his way into 
·the lane and hit a leaning 
Sato got things going for the 
Musketeers in the first half with 13 
. NEWSWIREPHOTO BY BRIAN ANGOUA 
Senior walk-on and fan favorite Ryan 
Caldwell was recognized for. being 
what. coach Thad Matta called "the 
heart and soul of the.locker room:• 
jumper that tied the score at 71 with points en route to a game-high 29. 
seven seconds left. In the second half, Xavier used 
. The Hawks were not able to con- ,a 10-P run, which was concluded 
nect on a game-winning shot be- · with a fast break dunk by Anthony 
fore the buzzer. ·Myles at the 11 :21 mark, to put the 
West took over the game for the score at 61-42. 
Musketeers in overtime. Back-to- · . Xavier hit a school-record-tying 
back drives on consecutive posses- 14 three-point field goals in the 
sions gave the Muskies an 80-76 game including five each from Sato 
lead with 57 seconds left. and Chalmers, three from Dedrick 
West led Xavier with 25 points, Finn and one by West. 
14 rebounds andfour assists .. It was The game was also the final 
his 20th "double-double" of the home contest for senior Ryan 
season arid the 66th of his career, Caldwell, who made a'layup in the 
which is just one shy of the career final three minutes of the game. 
school record held by _Tyrone Hill. · 
XU 96, TEMPLE 65 
West ended his career at the 
Cintas Center in style on "Senior 
Day" as he led Xavier to a 96-65 
win over Temple on Saturday.· 
West, who had his jersey retired 
before the game, finished with 17 
points, eight rebounds and seven 
assists. 
No, 25. This marks the first timer--------~~---~~-'""'.'-:---~------_;...--------..;._---------------'-­
since Nov. 16, 1998 that at least 
three Atlantic 10 teams were in the 
top 25. In that poll, Temple (No. 7),. 
Xavier (No. 16), Massachusetts {No. 
23), and Rhode Island (No. 25) were 
all ranked. 
Men's soccer wants 
you 
The men's soccer foam is hold-
ing open tryouts for next year's 
squad. Tryouts will be held March 
18-21. The tryouts are open 'to full-
time Xavier students only. Men 
who want to tryout must be· there 
on the 18th. 
· Anyone interested in trying out, 
meet in the locker room at 3 p.m ori 
March 18 and come prepared to 
play. · 
Wednesday; March 12 
·* Baseball vs.Akron 
atnoon(DH) 
Thursday, March 13 
* Men's Basketball vs. 
George Washington at A-10 
Tournament Second Round 
00111 
Friday. March 14 
*Men's Basketball A-10 
Tournament Semifinal 
·Saturday. March 15 · 
* Men's Basketball A-10 
Tournament Final 
* Baseball vs. 
Western Michigan 
atnoon(DH) 
* Men's Golf at El Diablo 
Invitational 
Sunday, March 16 
* Baseball vs. Western 
Michigan at noon 
* Men's Golf at El Diablo 
Invitational 
All home.games are in bold 
Home baseball games are played 
at Hayden Field 
Men's A-10 Tournament held in 
Dayton, OH 
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Lady Muskies fall to A-10 Champion 
Rams in semi-finals 
BY CASEY WELDON 
Sports Writer 
Though they missed spring 
break, the Lady Musketeers pushed 
forward to their ultimµte goal of 
making it to the NCAA Tourila~ 
· ment. After bidding a fond fare-
well to the only two seniors on 
Xavier's roster, Amy Waugh and 
Reetta Piipari, the Lady Musketeers 
made the long trek to Kingston, RI. 
in search of the Atlantic 10 Tourna-
ment Championship .and an auto-
matic bid ·to· the NCAA Tourna-
ment. 
XU 72, DAYTON 64 
Even though the senior day was 
intended to honor two of Xavier's 
finest, the Lady Musketeers' senior 
tandem left the crowd feeling as 
though they were the lucky ones. 
The backcourt of Waugh and 
Piipari took the floor for the final 
time at the Cintas Center Sunday 
March 2 and took care of perennial 
conference rival Day"ton. With the 
victory, Xavier ends its turnaround 
regular season at 19-8 and clinched 
a first round bye in the Atlantic 10 
3:25 remaining in the half .. Xa~for 
would manage to build the lead 
back up to seven as the half came 
to a close. · 
. After UD cut into the XU lead, 
Waugh would take over. Waugh 
would score 23 ohhe final 27 XU 
points (compared to 26 from the en-
. tire VD team·~uring that stretch) 
thanks in large part to four shots 
from three-point 
range. 
In a sign of things 
to. come in the Lady 
Musketeers' future,. 
freshman Tara •. 
Boothe scored 16 
points. 
XU 74, LA 
SALLE 58 
After an impres" 
sive regular season 
display, the Lady 
Musketeers rolled 
into Rhode Island and 
· put on quite a show 
for A-10 fans. The 
victory Friday night 
· gave the Xavfor 
women's bas.ketball 
tournament, finishing second in the program their sev- · 
A-lOWest (11-5). enth 20-win season in· 
The dynamic duo, who were the31-yearhistoryof 
honored after the game for their stel- the program. 
After falling behind early on in 
·the contest.8~5, Xavier came alive 
and respond with an 8-0 run giv-
ing the· Lady Musketeers a. five-
point lead with still 14 minutes to 
play in the half. 
La Salle would manage to keep 
it close for a large portion of the 
half, cutting the foad to as low as 
four, but Xavier's all-around team 
squad; LaSalle would actually· 
outscore the Lady Musketeers in the 
second half, 38-36, thanks in large 
part to the continued tenacity of an 
all but defeated LaSalle team and 
the fact Xavier h.ad gone to its bench . 
for much th~ second half. The sub-
stantial halfHme lead proved too 
much for the Explorers and Xavier 
was headed to the next round of the 
tournament at 20-8, 
whileLaSalle's season 
ends at a disappointing 
15-14. 
Boothe added 15 
points for Xavier, as Jill · 
Marano·would lead the 
Explorers with 14. 
URI 52,XU 48 
but make Xavier an NCAA Tourna-
ment lock. However, the Muskies, 
as well as the rest of women's col-
iege basketball, will have to sweat 
it out until Sunday at 5 p.m. when 
the NCAA brackets are announced. 
. Saturday •. as the game got under-
way at the Ryan Center, Xavier ap-
peared as if it were going to run 
away with an easy victory the way 
they had earlier in the tournament. 
Xavier hit 5 of 6 shots and got out 
to an early 19-7 lead over the first 
'eight and a half minutes of the 
game. Waugh \\'.as key. connecting 
on eight early points. . 
However the hot-shooting would 
stop and the Muskies would go 
cold- ice cold. O.ver the final 
eleven and a half minutes of the first 
half, Xavier could not connect on a 
It was the. Lady single basket. Foul trouble and,turn-
Musketeers' sixth semi.: overs initiated by the Ram defense 
final appearance in the would also play a major role in 
A-10 .Tournament in Xavier's demise. If not for a con-
the last six years, but, tinuation of the Lady Musketeers' 
nothing seemed to go ·ability to hit free throws, the game 
Xavier's way. XU came . would have been over earlier. 
into the game with Xavier managed to connect on 9 of 
such high hopes, how- 10 from the foul line over that pe-
ever the fifth-seeded riod. At the half, Xavier was lucky 
Rams of Rhode Island to trail by only one at 29-28. 
were just: as hungry After fouling and· watching 
and ultimately proved Rhode Island connect on a pair from 
. that home court in col- the charity stripe, Xavier was le{t 
j: lege basketball is, key' ' ' wit}:i one possession' and a three-
to. victory, no matter point deficit. The game slipped .. 
lar car(!~~s,, ,on,ce again ~howel]j~s.t - waug_~ ~c9r,ed ,a. f 
how much they mean to the team .·· game-high 28 points, 
and the university as the pair com- .21 of which came 
bined for two of the finest ganies of from behind the arc. 
their career that afternoon. Waugh She finished 7 of 10 
ended·her run at the Cintas Center from behind the arc 
, . NEWSWTREPHOTO BY BRIAN ANGOLIA · how rriuch your oppo,. a\\'.ay as freshman Kristy Wallner's 
nent is favored. Rhode . baseball pass ·cam:e up short and was 
Island used tenacious intercepted by a Rams player. 
defemie; the home Xavier'shopescifanA-lOChampi-
Senior Amy Waugh played exceptionally well in her last 
week as a Xavier Musketeer. · · 
with a career-high 34 points as she and connected on 15 of20 over he1 
connected. on 127for-14 shooting, past two games. Waugh, the· 
including 8 for 10 from behind the nation's · leading three-point 
arc. Piipari tallied her ninth career shooter ;it 3.6 made shots per game, 
double-double, coJlecting 13 left the La Salle contest with two 
points and a season-high 11 assists.. records,' thanks to her stellar shoot-
The first half showed just how ing. ·Waugh set a school record for 
cnmi)etitive the rivalry between the made three-pointers in a. season, 
two Ohio universities is. After breaking Nicole .Levandusky's 
op~ning up with a 19-8 run tci start record of 100 set during the 2000-
the game, the Flyers would battle . 01 season. Waugh finished at 104 
back, cutting the deficit to two with on the season. 
effort would find the Muskies hold-
ing LaSalle without a point over a 
6:57 stretch where Xavier was able 
to build the lead back up to a domi~ 
· nating 17 points. Xavier would 
end the half on much of the .same 
note, building the lead. to as many 
as 20 before the Lady Musketeers 
' would roll into halftime with a ~8-
20 lead. 
The seco~d half proved far more 
fruitful for the struggling Explorer 
crowd, Xavier inconsistency, and a onship were defeated. · 
little old-fashioned luck to slip by / Waugh led .the way for Xavier 
the Lady Musketeers and make a with 18 points (three in the second· 
run atthe A-10 Championship to half). Boothe scored 16 in the los-
takeonJhejuggernautoftheAtlan- ing·effort •. but the offensive sbort-
tic IO George Washington in-Was.h-"' comings_ by the rest of the squad 
ington, D.C. proved to to be too much to over-
. The loss is big, but not deadly to come. 
Xavier's postseason hopes. Most 
basketball experts. suspect Xavier's 
victory over La Salle, which gave 
them 20 wins on the year, wil1 all 
.Muskies jump-start season, 
take four straight 
BY STEVE METZGER·· 
Sports Editor 
The inclement weather that 
plagued Cincinnat.i ~everal weeks 
··. ago forced the baseball team on the 
road over spring break. The Mus-
keteers played seven games on this 
road frip and finished with a record 
·of 4-3 and are now 4-6 overall. 
XU 4; TNU 3 
The Musketeer· baseball team 
rode the left arms of° sophomores · 
J.T. Schultz and S~an Finnegan to 
. a 4-3 win over Treveccil Nazar~ne. 
· Schultz went tci. work on the 
TNU batters, allowing just two runs 
over' 4 innings pitchecJ, in his first 
action in a Xavier uniform. 
Finnegan entered in relief· and 
allowed just one unearned run in 
the final five innings. He kept the 
Trojan offense off-balance, striking 
out five batters and surrendering ' 
·only four hits. · 
Treveccca managed to knot the 
score a:t 3-3 in the sixth inning, but' 
Xavier got the game-winning run 
in the eighth off the bat of fresh-
man Steve Sakosits. Sakosits hit his 
first collegiate home run over the 
left field fence to give XU a 4-3 
win. 
XU 5, AUSTIN PEAY 1 .· 
Jahnsen tossed seven strong in-
nings to earn his first win of the 
season as the Musketeers beat Aus-
tin Peay, 5-1. 
Jahnsen (1-l)facedjust five bat-
ters over the minimum 27 in his 
seven innings pitched. He scat-
tered five hits and allowed just one · 
run in the first inning. Jahnsen also 
struck out five and walked two. 
Johnson had a two-out, two-RBI 
single to bring in Greenwell and 
Armstrong. · 
XU 13, BUT~ER 4. 
Xavier took the lead with .two The Xavier offense exploded for 
runs on four hits in the third w.ith 13 runs on 10 hits in a 13-4 rout of 
the big hit coming off the bat of Butler. 
. junior Alec Moss who had a two- The Musketeers had eight play-
RBI double, scoring classmate. ers with at least one base hit as they 
Eric Armstrong and freshman Matt · countered a three-run first inning 
Lucas. by the Bulldogs with a six-run out-
The Musketeers tacked on a run burst in the bottom of the second to 
in the sixth, courtesy cif a Sakosits . · take control of the gaine. · .~. 
RBI single, which scored senior 
Mark Andres from second base to 
make the score 3-L 
The Muskies then ended the 
scoring in the seventh with two 
runs on three h,its as sophomore Jay · 
XU 6,-BRADLEY 2 
. Xavier earned its fourth-straight 
victory with a 6-2 win over Brad-
ley. 
The Musketeers got on the board 
first with two ruris on three hits and 
one Bradley error cin the second 
inning. Sakosits drove in both runs 
with a two-out RBI single to right 
field which scored Armstrong and 
Smith. 
Bradley got one back in the bot-
tom of the fifth, but Xavier then took 
over the game with four runs on four 
hits and another Braves' error. 
Finnegan improved to 2-0 on the 
year while making his first start of 
the season. He threw 7 innings, al-
lowing two runs .on five hits while 
striking out four .. 
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Xavier golf begins . ' . . spring swing 
, · BY TIM MONTOVON 
Sports Writer 
Both the Xavier .men's and 
women's golf teams began the 
spring season with strong showings 
during spring break. The men's team 
finished in third place out .of 18 
teams at the 2003 Big Red Classic, 
which was held March 6-8 at the 
ior Miles Maillet tied for 30th with 
a score of 147. Freshman Andy Pope 
and junior Matt Makinson rounded 
out Xavier's scoring by firing a 148 
and a 156, respectively. 
Unfortunately for Xavier, the · 
third and fi-
nal round of 
the tourna~ 
Lake Diamond Golf anc_l Country ment was 
Club in Ocala, Fla. Additionally, c.ancelled 
the women's team placed fourth out due to rain 
of 11 teams at the East/West Rio and lighting. 
Verde Invitational, which was At the time 
played March 5-6th at Quail Run ·the tourney 
Country Club in Rio Verde, Ariz. was called 
Men'sGolf · 
Senior Tim Smith led the way 
for Xavier and finished tied for 
ninth in the individual standings 
by shooting a one-under143 for the 
tournament. Smith's accurate 
shooting and stellar wedge play. 
· · helped him to take advantage of 
the soft fairways and greens and 
post a low number .under ideal scor-
ing conditions. 





ever, only the scores from the first 
· two rounds were used in the final 
tally. Xavier finished with a team 
score of 573, only 12 shots behind· 
tournament champion Kent State. 
The Musketeers are currently in 
sixth place in their district, .and 
hope to earn an automatic bid to 
the NCAA Championship by fin-





ditions on the 
first day of the 
tournament 
coupled with 
the long,. tight · 
fairways of · 
Quail Run 
made scoring 
played well and stayed out of tlie difficult for allofthe women com-
trouble just beyond the course's "peti~g in The East/West Ri~ Verde 
narrow fairways. Sophomore Neal Invitational. 
Grusczynski finished just behind Junior Jill Stein battled·the 
Smith, and tied for 18th place indi- course and conditions to finish as 
vidually with a score of 146 .. Se- the top individual golfer for Xavier. 
nior Bryon Harger tied for 22nd· . Stein placed 1 ltli in the individual 
place by posting a 146, while jun- stal!dings by posting a 159. Fol-
lowing Stein, se.nior Beth Hamilton 
and sophomore Emily Shoplik 
both tied for 14th plac·e by shoot-
ing 161. Senior Kelly Bego also 
helped boost the Lady Musketeer's 
tournament· standing by firing a 
162 and placing 19th in the indi-
vidual standings. 
As a teani, Xavier shot a 634and 
finished 20 shots behind the. 
tournament's host and champion, 
Western Michigan. Coming offof 
a strong fall season, the women's. 
team hopes to improve their over-
all scorin"g average this spring, and 
is looking forward to their first 
chance to coriipete in a conference 
championship later this season. 
Rifle ready for NCAAs. 
BY THRINE KANE 
Sports Writer 
While many Xavier s~udents 
spent their spring break in exotic 
vacation spots, the XU Rifle Team 
spent its break training for the up-
coming NCAA Championships, to 
be held at.the U.S. Military Acad-
emy in WestPoint, N.Y., March 14-
16. ' 
The team leaves Wednesday.for 
two days of competition against 
the top rifle teams in the country, 
including University of Alaska at 
Fairbanks, the University of Ken-
tucky, West Virginia University and 
Jacksonville State. 
Due tQ exceptional scores shot 
against Ohio State in the weekend-
long NCAA Qualifying · competi-
tion, XU will be going int.o the 
NCAAs in second place in air rifle, 
goiOg head-to-head against UAF,. 
the reigning national team cham-
pions; UAF is a formidable oppo-
nent, with one World Champion on 
its squad. 
XU placed fourth in the . 
smallbore qualifying competition 
and will vie with other dedicated 
teams to place in the top three at 
the national championships. 
Xavier will depend on two of its 
experienced All-Americans, sopho-
more Hannah Kerr and senior 
Thrine Kane,. to ·lead the team ·to 
m~al. The ladies will be compet-
ing in both smallbore and air rifle 
team events. 
Freshmen Rich Gauvin and 
Alice Reed will be rounding out 
the smallbore. team. Brandon 
Czekaj and Whitney Prather, are the 
team's other· two freshmen. 
XU Rifle is no stranger to the 
NCAA Championships. Over the 
past three years, starting in 2000, 
XU has pl~ced second, fourth; and . 
third, respectively, in .the national 
championship. This will be 
Xavier's 11th showing at the com-
petition in 13 years and the fourth 
c.onsecutive year XU has qualified . 
in both smallbore and air rifle com-
petitions. 
This year's NCAAs will be the 
last collegiate rifle competition for 
seniors Scott Kerr and foe 
Fitzgibbon.' Keir was a squadded 
member on XU's second-place team 
at the 2000 NCAAs, and Fitzgibbo,n 
is an experiencCd member of NCAA 
competition and ·an All-American. 




· It's no newsflash: two things are 
necessary for the Cincinnati Reds 
to firush better than fourth in the 
· N.L. Centrai: They need to stay 
healthy and acquire a good starter. 
Street & Smith's Baseball 2003 
Yearbook notes that injuries have 
made Ken Griffey, Jr. "less spectacu-
lar," helped contairi Sean Casey to 
'six homers last year, and caused 
Barry Larkin undue pressure in 
2002. · Aaron Bqone has also 
struggled with injuries irt recent 
seasons.· The magazine gives the 
starting rotation a "D." 
Also, there's been much talk 
about the leadoff. Traded to cut · 
·payroll, Todd Walker, 2002's most 
reliable Red, would have been per-
fect. He;s now in the front ofa top-
ranked Red Sox lineup. So Boone · 
and Larkin are candidates. But age, 
injuries, and power don't translate 
to· leadoff bunting, running, and 
stealing.. Boone has been moved 
from third base to second to allow 
~randon Larson! a third baseman 
with less big league experience, a 
chance to start. 
Boone moved around the infield 
last year like a utility player. This 
'.261 6 42 2 
R Austin Kearns RF 
.315, 13, . 56, 6 
R Brandon Larson 3B 
.275, 4, 13, ' 1 
R JasonLaRue c 
... 249, 12, 52,. 1 
This projected lineup has a 2002 
.262 batting average, 102 home 
runs, 391 runs batted in, and 75 
· stolen bases. As it could be; given 
2002 stats; it could look like this: 
S ·Cristian Guzman SS · 
.273 9 59 12 
R Kearns RF 
.315 13 56 "6 
L · Dunn 1B 
.249 26 .71 19 
L Griffey LF 
.264 : 8 23 1 
R Boone . 3B 
.241 26 87 32' 
L. Taylor CF 
.254'. 9 38 ' 11 
R LaRue C 
'' .249 12 52 ' 1 
S Lopez 2B 
.227 8 34 5 
irregularity may have contributed That's an overall improvement 
to his inconsistency at the plate. to .259, 111, 420, and 87, with 
The Reds~ general manager, Bob switch hitters in sweet spots. 
Bowden, tried to trade Griffey be- Yet this way, along with Guzman. 
fore spring training. Rumor· has it from the Minnesota Twins, the Reds 
the San Diego Padres weren't con- . would get Rick Reed, a right-
.fident that Griffey could stay handed starter who won 15 and lost 
h~althy. He was a 10-time Gold seven with a 3.78 earned run aver-
Glove center fielder with the Se- age with Minnesota last year. Or 
· attle Mariners, but he's novi 33. . even more favorably for the Reds, 
Why riot move him to left, where who lack a left-handed starter, Eric 
there's· less diving.jumping and Milton, 13-9, 4.04. Trading 
running? Less c~ance for exhaus- Milton, though, would leave the 
tion and injury .translates to a · Twins' grade "A" starting rotation 
healthtC?r Griffey at the plate. Well, a "B" without a left-hander. Trad-
AdamDunn's in left. So move Dunn ing Guzman for Larkin would give 
. to first base, where·he played some them a comparable batter and fielder 
last year, and trade Casey. Reggie ·but much-m:eded veteran leader-
Taylor would start in center with ship. This trade would also give 
Ruben Mateo or Willy Mo Pena as them potentially better batting av-
backup. erage for the first base, third base; 
But Bowden can't get a good or designated hitter positions in 
starter. for Casey bec;mse there are Casey and 'Larson. They would 
too few good starters, too many lose a switch hitter in Guzman. 
good first baseman in the big M:y trade proposal is riskier for 
leagues. So Casey, Larkin, and the Reds, though; given Griffey's 
Larson could be traded for a good potential for injury and Casey's and 
starter and a decent mid-infielder. Larson's potential for .300+ batting 
Boone would move back to averages. If Griffey doesn't get at 
third, and Felipe Lopez, acquired least 400. at bats this season, the . 
from the Toronto Blue Jays, can ·lineup Bob Boone presently has 
play second or short. You lose a . seems best-'-with the exception of 
future Hall of Farner and a lifefong starting pitching, of course. 
Red. But Larkin is, aq:ording to . - Will Ciemens, Ph.D. · 
Street & Smith's, "the game's eldest Dept. of English 
shortstop." · 
At present, the Reds' 2003 
lineup · looks like this: · 
Bats Player Position· 
2002 AVG., HR, RBI, SB 
R Aaron Boone . 2B 
.241 26 87 32. 
R Barry Larkin SS 
.245 7 47 13 
L Ken Griffey Jr. CF 
.264 '8 23 1 
L Adam Dunn LF 
.249 26 71 19 
L Sean Casey 1B 
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Chiropractic 
.1 Program 
J;~t:r-C.~ -----------" . ·. r r;·:a·v ;fhc chi;·opractic physician is dedicated 
"•",:>:/!.>(;'; .1'' lo providing thorough and complete 
. drugless health care. We offer a fully 
./ accredited ·graduate-level program, a 
convenient. suburban Chicago location, 
and state·ol:the·arl'fadlilies. 
llMl~e~!!~h~i9e! 
200 East Roosevelt Road 
Lombard, Illinois 6014!1-4583 
www.nuhs.edu 
THE TOP 5 MYTHS ABOUT SMOKING: 






Smoking helps_ me relax 
. . . 
Smoki;ng helps me concentrate 
I'm only a social smoker, that doesn't count. 
It's too· late to quit, the damage is done 
l can't quit, I've failed before 
· T 9 learn more about these myths check out 
www.givingupsmoking.co.uk 
,• •·7 ' 
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· Spec.i~I re·b~te. offer: 






Receive $100 back through Kaplan's Re_bate+when you 
en.roll. in an LSAT, MCAT, GMAT, GRE, DAT c;»r TOEFL: 
. classroom course between March··1st_March 31st. 
Call or visit· us on line· for more 
information or to· enroll. 




.· time .... 
· offer! 
· •Test nam.es are registered trademarks of their resp~ctive owners. tTo be eligible, you must enroll between. March 1-31, 2003. Other re.strictlons apply. 
Caii 1-800.KAP-TEST or visit kaptest.com/rebate for details. · 
Off-Campus Housing. 
Oxford Apartments 
1005-07 Dana Ave. 
*Free Heat & water 
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Monica Groop 
performs 
The Cincinnati Symphony . Or-
chestra welcomes Finnish mezzo-. 
soprano Monica Groop in her .CSO 
subscription debut for two concerts 
at Music Hall on Friday and Satur-
day, March 14 and 15, at 8 p.m. 
Conductor Mark Wigglesworth 
leads. the CSO in Webern's 
"Passacaglia," Mahler's song cycles 
"Kindertotenlieder," "Blumine" 
(originally from Mahler's Sym-
phony No. 1), and.Elger's Varia-
tions on an Original Theme, 
"Enigma." 
Tickets are priced from $12.50 
to $52.S.O and are available by· 
phone at 381-3300, online at 
cincinnatisymphoi:ty.org and at the 
CSO Sales Office in Memoriat Hall, · 
1229 Elm St., Monday through Sat-
urday from 10 a.m. to 6 p.m. 
Student tickets for CSO concerts 
are $10 and available the week of 
the e<oncert by phone, online, or in 
person. There is a limit of two tick-
ets per valid student m: .. 
· FlyingJ{aramazov 
Brothers 
In the '70s. they were sandal-
sporting street performers on 
Haight-Ashbury in San Fransisco 
who then hitched a ride with Ed 
Sulivan's niece to Spokane. 
Now, the Flying Karamazov 
Brothers join Erich Kunzel and the 
Cincinnati Pops Orchestra on 
March 16 at 7 p.m. at Music Hall 
in a pre\'.iew of Maestro Kunzel and 
the Pops' April Fool's Day concert 
at Carnegie Hall. 
.. The Flying Karamazov Brothers 
will entertain audiences with their 
acrobats, juggling and slapstick. 
The Pops, marking their ninth ap-
pearance at Carnegie Hall since 
their debut in 1984 will contribute 
to the show with selections from 
_Offenbach' "Gaite Parisienne" and 
"Entrance of the Gladiators," 
among others. . . 
. · Tickets, priced from $17 to $47 
are ayailable by phone at 381-3300 
and in person at the CSO Sales Of-
fice'in Memorial Hall, 1229 Elm 
Street, next door to Music Hall, 
Monday through Saturday from 10 
a.m. to 6 p.m. or at the Music Hall 
Box Office two hours prior to the 
show. Tickets are also available 
online atwww.cinci,ma.tipop.org .. 
The house collapses 
STRONG PERSONALITIES BY MARTIN AND LATIFAH CAN'.T SAVE LATEST COMEDY 
BY CHUCK SAMBUCHINO 
Senior News Editor 
Can it be true that Steve Martin, 
a 25-year veteran of the comedy 
-Scene,· is being surpassed by a . 
singer-turned-actress? While the 
former hasn't struck a movie hit in 
three years, the latter is en vogue 
as she rides two memorable perfor~ 
mances this spring. 
"Bringing Down the House" is 
the latest "white meets black and 
racial craziness ensues" attempt at 
.a tired formula. · The studios are 
banking on those viewers who 
haven't seen "Bulworth't and aren't 
squeamish around not-so-PC racial 
jokes. 
PHOTO COURTESY OF WWW.IMOB.COM 
' ' 
When he's not busy working as 
a ta.x attorney, divorced father Pe-
ter Sanderson (Martin) spends his 
free time schmoozfog with a 
·woman named Charlene in a law-
oriented chat room. Against the 
better judgment· of his best bud 
Howie (Eugene Levy), he invites 
her over for dinner at his house. 
' ' 
Even though the story is one we've seen before, these three comedians help tire movie stay close to 
the surface, but it still drowns in the end. · · 
When she arrives, he's flabber-
gasted to discover that not only is 
she African-American, but she also 
) recently was released from prison. 
From the moment.she (Queen 
Latifah) busts in the door, the si.tu~ 
ation is destined for sheer havoc. 
· ~eter's disbelief that this is his 
· legitimate chatbuddy is squashed 
when she reveals that she is actu-
ally the out-of-focus woman" 
being incarcerated in the 
backgroupd of the photo she 
sent him. 
His attempts to get rid of 
. Charlene only backfire into 
unwanted backyard brouha-
has and many embarrassing 
moments in the country club'. 
She refuses to leave his life 
until he uses his legal knowl-
. edge and connections to help · 
prove her innocence to the 
crime for which she claims 
· to be framed. 
In the midst of dealing with her 
escapades, Peter is trying to con-
trol his hormone-raging daughter, 
get back together with his wife, and 
close a huge deal for his company 
. by coaxing. crotchety old Mrs. 
Arness (Joan Plowright) into a fi-
nancial deal. 
· He gets some·freedomthanks to 
Howie, who has taken quite an in-
terest in Charlene and consistently 
uses wannabe-homeboy lingo 
around her. 
·· The longer the two are together, 
the more. they learn from one an-
other. Charlene manages to inject 
Peter's life with a lost sense of a~~­
venture while restoring his vanished 
relationship with the children. ~he 
even successfully gives his annoy-
ing gold-digger, sister-in-law the 
serious beatdown. 
This movie is doomed from the 
start, thanks to what can be called . 
the "Father's Day Curse" - forced 
unsuccessful humor by comedic 
stars that try too hard to make some-
thing out of nothing. The only le-
gitimate laughter comes from Levy, 
whose sparse screen time is too 
miniscule to make a real impact. 
The script tries to make.count-
less jokes at the differences between 
black and·white, but comes offsur-
prisingly·more racist than satirical. 
New.Releases 
The following discs ar~ due for rele~se on or before March 1 1-. .. 
BLACKstreetLevel II (Dream Works) ... Ms. Dynamite A little Deeper 
O,nterscope) .,, U.S.' Bombs Covert Action (Hellcat) .. , Ani DiFranco 
.·Evolve (Righteous Babe) ... EverclearS/ow Motion Day Dream (Capi-
tol) , .. Folk Implosion (Lou Bariow with members of Alaska!) The New 
Folk Implosion (iMUSI_C) · · · · · 
... all dates are tentative~ 
Arness' unending blabber about the, 
olden days and the life of her black 
servants. is by no means funny, and 
borders on being downright xeno-
phobic. . . 
· Props to Latifah, who has used 
tJtis film and "Chicago" (with an 
Oscar nomination to boot) to come 
out of the supporting shadows to 
stardom. Her high~energy perfor-
mance is admirable, but can'~ 
make up for ll_une jokes and rudi-
. mentary plot twists. 
Martin, on the other hand, 
·should have gone nowhere near 
this.film. It's· slow, hollow and, 
worst of· all, unoriginal. The 
. square-white-man-who-tries-to- · 
· be-bl~ck story is slowly turning 
into its own little genre in Holly~ 
wood. · 
The· chemistry between Martin 
and Latifah is good, but it's depress-
ing that this movie thinks that just 
because of its two leads and their 
backgrounds, it can get away with 
anything it wants. 
This film's concept, and the last 
15 minutes in particular, look like 
nothing more than a terrible 
"Bulworth" rip-off. However, un-
like Warren Beatty's hilarious film, 
"Bringing Down the House" lacks 
good writing and substitutes forced 
preservatives for the real ingredi- · 
en ts. 
Queen Latifah sure knows a lot about computers; that's how she 
. tricked Steve Martin into a blind date. · · 
·live Wires 
Thursday, March 13 
. Mighty Mighty Bosstones 
@Bogart's 
Friday, March 14 
.·O.A.R. 
@Bogart's 
Sunday, March 16 · 
Hot Rod Circuit 
@Bogart's 
Monday, March 17 
Mudvayne · 
@.Bogart's 




Ashcroft explores the 
. Human Condition 
. The love-struck Richard 
· Ashcroft finds himself coming 
down to reality after his first solo . 
album, Alone With Everybody. 
With the release of Humrin Con-
ditions, Ashcroft takes a philo-
, sophical approach to the world 
around him and, as the first track 
points out, he "checks the meaning" 
of this thing we call life. · 
Ashcroft ta~es no time in setting 
up his argument as he sings about 
the brutalities we all face as human 
beings,· reminding us that "we're 
out here on our own." . Rather than 
focusing solely on the negatives, he 
creates constant back and forth ten- . 
sion between the good things in life 
that brighten our days and the bad 
things that plague our nights. 
On "God In Numbers," AshcrOft 
· searches for an answer by singing, 
"Don't throw away the pictures that 
give you a smile/Don't throw av;ay 
the memories that make you cry". 
Human Conditions marks an era 
of growthfor the singer that is ap-
parent in his lyrics. Rather than 
singing love ballads commemorat~ 
· ing beauty, Ashcroft tackles the age-
olci question on "Science of Si-
lence:" How is it possible that two 
lovers can completely understand· 
each other without saying a word? 
In talking about his wife, he uses 
difficult metaphors comparing her 
to a well not yet. dug, a university, 
and a cosmic library, which show 
how much he has grown and con-
tinues to explore in the vastness of 
their love. · 
As Ashcroft concludes his mu-
sical dissertation, he brings to light 
his most important ideals in "Na-
ture Is LaW." The uplifting ending 
shines light on the idea that we are 
all obligated to see the beauty in the 
world because of the sole fact that 
we are human. This· categorical 
imperative pounds with the passion 
that inexorably drives Ashcroft's · 
spiritual montage on life. · · 
Yet, in a symbolic comparison 
oflife as·endless rivers flowing into 
a larger· body of water, Ashcroft 
fails to realize that the choppy 
"Bright Lights" does not find its 
place in a· Sea of calm ballads, and 
many overflowing tracks could be 
drained a minute or two. · 
· Overall Ashcroft appreciates his 
view of the world and in' trying to . 
get listeners to do the same, he 
leaves a beautiful album that. can be 
dissected time and time again. 
· -Patrick Gill 
Contributing Writer 
. - -~ _., -. ' . . .... ·,~ ·- ,. 
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Grab a cup of coffee and 
. tum thisnmsic up 
Ani DiFranco is probably one of 
the most important artists in today's 
music world. 
She is a woman· who has been 
around for more than 15 years, re-
fuses to go mainstream and instead 
choos.es to put her albums out on . 
her own indie record label. She 
gives us another dose of her folk 
style singing and songwriting on 
Evolve, and it's nice to know that 
some artists are still fun to listen to 
and artistic. 
DiFranco's lyrics are very poetic 
in the way they tell a story and the 
way they flow throughout the spng. 
The first song on the album "Prom- . 
ised Land" is a conversation be-
tween two· women about the sud-
den change in attitude for one of . 
the women. DiFranco will just slip 
in a powerful lyrii; in the song .that 
sums up so many feelings in many 
of her. songs and the best· example 
• . . ... .. i 
. ' _:: ·' . ' ~-.. '. _; ' . 
can be found in "Promised Land." 
As the two women argue about the 
. real reason behind the changes, 
DiFranco points out: "They say that 
the truth will set you free; but so 
will a lie. It depends if you're try-
ing to get to the promised land, or 
just trying to get by." · 
The majority of the album 
sounds like it could be _sung by a 
solo guitar play€lr sitting on the 
street corner. Some listeners may 
be put offby'the long, spoken word 
track, "Serpentine," which 
DiFranco says begari. as a long 
poem she was writing over the 
course of.several months. It sounds 
a little like the recent unplugged 
concert of Lauren Hill; both women 
sit with a guitar and finger it while 
pouring their hearts out about.what 
they see is wrong iri the wodd. It's 
not as scatter shot as Hill's songs · 
were, and DiFranco's song lasts for 
around nine minutes, whereas Hill's 
ramblings lasted for more than two 
hours. 
This is an album to listen to as 
you mellow out with a cup of cof- . 
fee, or when you feet the need to 
listen to some music that is saying 
something besides to "rock your 
body" or "take off all your clothes." 
DiFranco is a songwriter that has. 
proven her. worth throughout the 
years with her live performances 
end ha' peroona all.ms. Evolve is 
no different and should be looked 
at by anyone wanting a little more . 
from their music. 
.-Dan Cox 
Diversions Editor 




·· . ., . 
· A fellow Will 
remember ·a lot of 
things you wouldn't 
think be'd remember. 
You ~e me. One day, 
· backin1896, lwas 
crossing, o.ver to Jersey . 
on the ferry, and as we 
ptdled out,.· there was 
another ferry pulf!ng. 
in, and on itthere was 
· a gfri waiting to get 
off. A white dress she 
had on~ She was 
carrying a wbj~e 
· arasol •. I only· saw. he 
: for _one second. She 
dido 'tsee me at' all; 
· ·.butl'Irbet a mtinth 
hasn 'tgofie by· since 
thatI haven'.t.thought 
· of that girl. 
' ' ' ~ . ' 
--Mr. Bernstei 
,"Citizen Kan·e' 
'The Ring' willscare you, probably 
JiMMY AND DAN BATTLE ABOUT THE MOVIE THAT TERRIFIED SOME AUDIENCES BUT HAD OTHER PEOPLE SCREAMING FOR A REFUND 
Jimmy SAYS: 
.. Don't make the same mistake as 
. me. I took my- teenage sister and 
rather horror-movie-timid girl-
friend to see ''The Ring'.; when it .. 
. came out in the theaters. 
Being an enthusiast and all-
around ·appreciator of horror mov-
ies, I was certainly in for a treat _to 
see 2002'8 scariest movie and pos-
sibly· the. second or. third· scariest· 
movie.ever (on my list). 
Dan SAYS: soul of this· girl which has been 
. trapped in a well. That's right, she 
It doesn't take that much to can kill you because you watch a 
startle me. Sure there were mo- video, but for some reason she is 
men ts of ·~The Ring" that unable to escape from a well. The 
shocked me and made me jump thing is, the movie doesn't end 
. when I saw it, but I don't think there, it keeps going, which as any-
that classifies it as a good movie. one who's ever watched a horror 
· There are some startling im- movie knows, the monster is still 
ages in this movie. The open- on the loose. 
ing shot of a young girl about to ·So this evil girl, who can kill 
become the next victim of some people through theif television, is 
type of evil is pretty shocking, now on the loose to cause more 
espec.ially th~ images that are damage. I have no idea what this 
shown of the dead body. means because like so many things, 
My problem with the movie it ·never explained. Why does she 
Naomi Watts ("Mulholland Dr.") 
plays Rachel Keller, a journalist 
who stumbles upon a mystery .sur-
rounding her niece, a victim of a. 
bizarre death. We do not get to see 
her actual death, however, the thrill-
ing sequence leading up to her de~ 
PHOTO COURTESY OF WWW.IMDB.COM was that it didn't make any want to kill everyone? Where did 
sense. I had so many questions the tape come from? Why does.it 
about the movie that were never matter, if she can already kill 
answered, and couldn!t be an- people, that she gets out of this 
swetec.1, that I pestered the people I · well? The only answer I have ever 
saw it with for weeks afterwards. · received ·is that-she's pure evil, and 
Believe it or no~, this lif;tle girl is pure evil and can kill you. Don't 
ask for an explanation of that statement, because there isn't one. 
mise should go down as one of the . by David Dorfman ("Galaxy 
best horror scenes ever. . Quest"). His often eerie insight on 
Her cause of death was super- "The Ring" video gives· a sort of · 
.natural and reports from high stolen effect from "The Sixth 
·school friends point to a myth re- Sense" with Haley Joel Osment, yet 
gardihg a movie that kills you when s~ill provides for some creepy fore-
you watch it. Now, investigative. shadowing and added tension to 
reporter Watts· will track down a · Naomi's seven days. 
copy of the tape to. see just what This movie is well-acted, well-
happens. shot, and well-directed. The sce~es 
After watching the movie, you are boun~ to'you hit you at home 
have seven days to live. The time - somehow, since:half of the movie 
limit not only adds to the suspense is shot in an urban setting and the 
of .the film in every scene, but also ' other in a rural one. 
continuously applies pressure i,1nti_I On a scale of one to 10; with 10 
the rather climatic and clever end~ . · being the scariest thing I have ever 
ing.· · seen, ''The Ring" gets a riine. It 
Another aspect that makes this chilled me to my bones, I'm surejt 
m,ovie is Watts' son Adian, play~d will do the same for you~ 
To give more. testament to the 
scare factor of this movie, only two 
people of the three who went to 
"The Ring'.'.film at the theaters ac-
tually sa:w it. No one left the the-
ater from my party, but my. girl-
friend had her eyes covered the en-
tire time while my sister had her ears 
covered. Their efforts equaling one 
whole viewing .. Nice job, girls. · 
I niade Dan come with me to see . 
the movie for my second showing. 
Even though he acts tough when he 
writes his side of this movie; he was . 
utterly horrified and asked me to. 
snuggle_ with. him during the end. 
Unfortunately, "The Ring" was so. 
scary I had to serious~y co.nsider it 
before turning him down. 
There's this girl; who's evil, al- I should just accept that. Unfortu-
though it's never explained why or nately, that's a pretty big statement 
how she's evil, and this girl makes · to miike without anything to back 
a video, although it's never ex- it up. 
plained why or how she makes the To enjoy this movie you have to 
video. ·If you see this ominous accept this little girl as pure evil, 
video, you get a call from the girl · even though she hasn't done any-
who informs you that you have thiiig to· deserv~ this whe.n she is 
seven days to live. ' _labeled as evil, and also believe it's 
·I don't know why she's evii and important for this evil spirit to es-
wants to kill you. Also, I don't _ cape from a well. Why is it impor-
know why she ·calls you or why she tant for itto escape? I have no idea, 
makes the video. and I doubt anyone else has any idea 
I think it was at the end of the aboutthis movie either. . 
movie when I realized what a let-
down it was. The journalist decides 
the best way to keep 11er and her. 
sonJrom dying is to release the evil 
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March 12 
I really have no idea how it's. 
taken me this long to put a picture 
of Jacko in here. Anyway, there 
he is. Look at him. Mike, I got . 
news for you. The weak attempt at 
growing a beard does not hide the 
fact that your nose has been visit-
ing a leper colony for the last five · 
years. 
March 14 
· The Center for Career and Lead-
ership Development is hosting a 
Diversity Across Careers Employ-
ment Fair at 1 :30 p.m. in the Cintas 
International Coffee Hour will 
be held for the Muslim Student 
Association. at 3:30 p.m. on the 
second floor of the G-Spot. Maybe 
one of these days, I will actually 
go to this event. I'd probably have 
to go under a secret identity, how-
ever. I can't imagine the people 
there like me too much. 
· . Instructional Technology Ser~ 
vices is once again hosting "Open 
Fridays" at 2 p.m. in Alter B-2. 
Again, students and faculty are 
encouraged to attend with software 
or project questions. I'll never 
understand computer people. 
They can hack into the Pentagon, 
but they can't look at a calendar 
an~ realize it's Wednesday. 
· Banquet Room. Representatives 
from various companies and careers 
will b.e present .with information for 
students.. So if you want .to be. a 
banker, a teacher, a politician, a so-
cial worker, a drug lord, or anything 
else of the sort, show on up. 
March 13 
If you 're looking for something 
fun to do tonight, check out 
Helifino at 10 p.m. at the Mad Frog · 
over by UC. You will get to wit-
ness Chuck Sambuchino's trom· 
bone dominance . . . does it get 
any better than that? I didn't think 
so. So go out and support a fellow 
Xavier student trying to make a 
living. 
The G-Spot is sponsoring an 
Irish/Karaoke Night beginning at 6 
p.m. in Ryari 's Pub. From 6 to 8 p.m., 
live Irish music will be performed. 
Karaoke will begin at 9 p.m. This 
should give everyone in attendance 
plenty of .time to get wasted and 
make fools of themselves by sing-
ing songs out of their vocal range. 
Unfortunately, the Vagina Mono· 
logues will not be performed on 
campus· this weekend, due to the 
growing t.rend of administration 
overpowering student wishes. After 
I had left the student protest, appar-
ently I was cited as a proponent of 
violence against women, due to my 
comments in the last edition con-
cerning vulva inspections. I have 
never, nor will I ever, condone vio-
lence against women. It was simply 
a joke, and if it offended anyone, I 
am sorry. 




The lovely. gentlemen of the 
Men For Others house cordially 
invite you to "Food For Others" at 
10 a.m. in their: house at 3728 
Ledgewood. I suggested a differ-
ent name for this event: "Here! Free 
food! We know you're not inter-
ested in what we have to say, but 
we'll lure you in with free food!" 
but they didn't like that toq much. 
Come to think of it, I think every 
club on campus could use that title 
for any given event. 
The department of classics in- . 
vites all members of the Xavier 
community to attend the Robert J. 
Murray Lecture series at 4 p.m. in 
the Long Recital Hall. The lecture 
is entitled '.~The Origins of African-· 
American Scholarship in the ·Clas- · 
si_cs.~· A reception with food· and 
drinks of ari alcoholic nature. will ' 
follow the lecture. So come on 
down and get drunk with Cueva. 
Today is also "True Confessions 
Day." In honor of this, I invite all 
students to admit their deepest, 
darkest secrets to everyone else on 
the mall today. Just go ahead and 
scream out, "I gave my younger sis-
ter the clap!" or "Sometimes I fan-
tasize about Janet Reno!" Don't 
worry, no. one will look down on 
you. We all have demons that need 
· ·to be exorcised. Of course, you may 
get arrested, but it will be worth it 
to get it off your chest. 
··sU.NDAY 
March 16 
How ·appropriate! After two 
straight nights of (possible) perfor-
geeks, and dweebs your whole 
lives, now let's go out there and 
show them who we really are .... 




Today might just be the great-
est day ever invented. That's right,. 
it's St. Patricks Day. All you micks 
out there (I can use this ethnic slur 
because.I am one) should celebrate 
your heritage today by drinking 
. heavily, because that's all we're 
good for; right? 
Senior. Board and Senior 
Legacy Fun,d are sponsoring a St. 
Patrick's ·night for Seniors at Dana 
· Gardens beginning at 10 p.m. Se~ 
nior Legacy Fu_nd is the group that 
. organizes the bricks on the mall 
with the names on them. You can 
buy one; and 50 years from now, · 
you can briitg your grandkids here 
and say, "Look,' kids, that's my 
name." Then you can cry when 
they say, "Grandpa, you smell like 
. mothballs." 
TUESDAY 
mances of the Vagina Monologues, ll Ka.,.ch l B 
today has been dubbed "Lips Ap- iv.ii '' 
predation Day." Although coinci- The Students for Choice group 
dences usually .. don't make very will hold its weekly meeting at 9 
·good comedy, this might be the best p.m. ·outside Kelley Audit9rium~ 
. exception I've ever seen. This is the group that is advocat- · .. 
The_ Jazz Ensemble will perform ing those fancy methods of birth 
at 8:15 p.m. in Long Recital Hall .. control beingavailableoncainpus. 
Why 8: 15 p.m.? Why not 8 p.m.? I You know, like pulling out. So 
think it's because they need time show up if you're interested. 
for the infamous ·~azz band pep The annual Mr. Muskie pageant 
talk,'.' which usually goes some- takes place at 8 p.m. in the G-Spot 
thing like this: "All right, guys and .Theatre;. Troy is in ·it. .That's all 
girls; you've been called nerds;.· that needs to be said. Murphout. 
For classifieds info call Renee at 745-3561 or e-mail her at newswire-classifieds@xavier.edu 
Help Wanted 
Person needed for Sales/Mar- · 
keting. Will train! Must be ener-
getic, organized, fast-paced and 
willing to learn. ff interested, 
please call Tamµiy at 772-5888 ext 
205. 
Summer Job!! 
Day camp in Mason, Ohio. We 
provide the training! Hiring camp 
counselor, certified lifeguards and 
lead counselors. · Call Amanda at 
772-5888 ext 204. 
*** Part-Time Child Care 
Needed*** 
We are looking for part-time 
transportation and after school 
care for our two children, Rachel 
(kindergarten) arid Zachary (sec-. 
ond grade). 
We are interested in a very de-
pendable college student who 
would be available to pick them 
up at Kilgour Elementary School 
in Mount Lookout, and bring them 
to our home in Oakley near the 
Rookwood Shopping Center. The 
· hours would be approximately 
3:15 until 5:30 p.m. two days per 
. , week. We would like to retain a 
··Tuesday and Thursday afternoon . 
schedule, but the two days could 
. be negotiable. 
. Experience, references and de-
' pendable transportation required: 
The rate of pay is $24;00 per 
. afternoon for a qualified candi-
~ "date. 
The position is available imme-
diately with a potential for increased 
summer hours. 
If you are interested, we ·would 
appreciate hearing from you. 
Please contact Lori or Mark 
Kimura either by phone or e-mail 
at the following: 
513-631-7432 (home) 
513-352-8724 (Lori at work) 
513-556-4982 (Mark at work) 
lkimura@ems.att.com 
For Rent 
2 bdrm apt for rent - 2 balconies, 
hardwood, off -street parking, 5 min 
walk to XU. $700 moo + wtr incld. 
8 9 1 0 3 ·9 8 
3-4 BR House, l .5 miles from 
campus, maid-service, off-street 
parking with 2-car garage, newwin-
dows and siding - $1050/Month. 
Call 513-675-8714 .. 
Apartment for rent. 5-8 bdrm 
across from XU. $250 to $300 per 
person .. Call 616-9000. 
House for rent - Available 6/03, 
5 bdrms, 2 bth, hardwood firs. 3909 · 
. E 1 s mere. 8 9 1-" 0 3 9 8. 
Spacious one bedroom. Fur-
nished with utilities paid. washer/ 
dryer. 2 blocks to campus. Mu.st 
See, Available June 1st. $495 Mo. 
241-4107. 
Large two-bedroom apartment 
with living room, dining room and 
. kitchen. Private entrance, off-street 
parking, two balc?n.ies, laundry. 
New kitchen, bath, paint and car-
pet. Easy two-block walk to cam-
pus. 6 month or 1 year lease. Avail- . 
able immediately $600/month. 
One-month deposit. 769-4898. 
Large town house on Eden Park. 
2 bdrm, 2 bath. · Parking, A/C, 
washer dryer hookup, fire place. . 
· $795 a month plus utilities. Call 
281-0825. 
Hyde Park/Oakley. Renovated 
1 bdrm. Walk to square. Balcony, 
laundry, paid heat, A/C and off-
street parking. $475 - $525 month. 
505-5551. 
Awesome 3 Bedroom Apart-· 
ments on Dana Ave. Fully fur-
nished. Laundry on site. Must see. 
241-410i 
mo ).or 3/4 bdrm for 2nd/3rd floors... For Rent: Efficiency apartment. 
only) ($300pp - negotiable) Newly. New kitchen, carpet, heat, and wa-
renovated. Free W/D (513) 984-· terfumished. Parkingfotandoff-
8576. street parking. Three-·minute walk 
House for rent on Eden ·Park. to Xavier. $285 a month. $285 
Updated efficiency/2 bdrm. Park- deposit: Cali 961-0719 or 383-
ing, laundry and Ale. $350-$540 3798. 
a month plus utilities. Call 281- Large 5-6 bedroom, 2 full baths. 
0825. . · Features include: free laundry, se~ 
'Four bedroom renovated apart- curity system, free water, spacious 
merit, two baths, front porch, off rooms, private fenced backyard, air 
tr t ·arkt'ng NC heat a d ater · conditioning/central air, very well seep , ,_ nw 
paid, .walk to campus, $1150/mo, maintained, short walk to campus. 
·A d. a n:i 6 o 8 _ o 8 8 7 Available in June. 2003. Only 
$1,550 per month. 1761 Dana. 
6,4,2 Bedroom Apt less than one 
mile from campus in Norwood. 
.Maid service free of charge, new 
windows/siding, off-street parking, 
large b.ack yard with garage. Call 
708-5287. 
Furnished 5 bedroom with 2 
Must see!! More information.call 
.8 8 6 8 6 3 3. 
Walk to campus, 2 & 3 bedroc;im 
furnished apar.tments, air condi- · 
tioned, off-street parking, laundry 
in basement, on Dana. Starting at 
$200/month/student. Call 703-
3242 for info, 
North Avondale. Renovated 1 
bdrm. Off-street parking, ale, new 
windows; paid heat and laundry. 
$425 month. 505-5551. 
'.3741 Spencer, Newly renovated, 
4 bdrins, CA, Driveway,deck, WD, 
no pets. Available 611 or can wait' 
August! $350pp + util. 984-8576. 
showers; 938 DanaAve., laundry .on 
· site. Available June 1st. Walk to 
class! Call Scott 315-7 611. · 
1-2 brdm on Hudson. Excellent 
condition. $425 a month. Avail-" 
able May 1st. Call Paul at -739-
7874. 
House For Rent: Avail 6/1 or 8/ . 
1, 3741Spencer Ave. Walk to cam-
pus; large 4+bchms, Beautiful wood-




. For Rent in 2-family: Avail 6/1 
3964 RegentAve. Walk to Campus~ 
·5+ bdrms for whole house ($1375/. 
- 1945 Cleneay, I bdrm, Available 
Now! No lease. Walk to Campus, 
XU studen~ in same bldg., W/D, 
$375 + electric 984-8576. . 
3 bdrm, 2 bath, on Hudson .. Very 
nice .. Additional study room. Cen-
tral air; and off-street parking. $875 
a month. Available June 1st. Call 
Paul at 739-7874. 
1 Bdrm apartment in Hyde Park, 
· newly renovated, $475/month, heat/ 
water paid, parking, laundry, A/C 
and balcony. Call 807~9S32. 
House. for rent: Walk to cam-
pus. 5/6 bdrm, 2 kitchens, 2 baths, 
covered porches and W/D. 3964 
Regent Ave. $295, ·per pe.rson. 
Available June l, 2003. 948-8576. 
' . 
· 2 bdrm apt for rent - screened 
. balcony, crpt, off st park, 5 min walk 
to XU. $750 moo-+: wtr incld. 1029 
Dana. 891-0398. 
